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CERT trains in 
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A community newspaper covering the islands of Casco Bay FREE 
Antnm11 Edition The last full moon in October, shot by Peaks Island photographer Chris Cassidy from What.back on the 
back shore. Daylight Saving Time ends Sunday, Nov. 7. Tum your alarm clock back an hour and get some more sleep. 
Tables turn in the wake of elections Nov 3 
BYKEVlNATTRA 
This has been called ,he worst 
economy si nce \X'orld W2r II , 
and it ma,• be whv voters made 
a decisiv~ shift in favor of the 
Republican Parry on Tuesday 
~ov. 3. 
Nauonally, the G.O.P. took 
control of , he I louse, winning 72 
seats from the Democrats · 236 
m all. NBC News correspondent 
Chuck Todd said it was the 
biggest Republican gain <incc 
1938. Democrats retained control 
10 the Sennre wich 51 scats (3 of 
the 100 are undecided). 
A si milar shif, took place 
in Augusta, with Republicans 
gaining a sl ight majQmy in borh 
the Stare House (19-15) and 
Sena,e (69-64). [As ofWednetd"} 
mom,ng, four Ho"" d;s1rirlf bad Ill)/ 
rrportrd a11d six mtu utert too doJt 10 
'411.1 
Though the night was not kind 
to chc Democr:1ts m general, it 
was brutal to , he Mitchell family 
whose separate campaigns ru·r 
rwo differem offices both ended 
m defea<. 
William Mitchell lost his bid 
for City Council, and his morher, 
Libby, conceded h er ,ace for 
·governor just two hours after the 
polls closed. 
t\l rhough she ou,did Paul 
LcPage in Ponland and on 
the islands, Mitchell lagged 
<ignificantly behind Eliot Cutler, 
who was chc early from runner. 
Bue as resu lrs mc kled in 
Wednesday morning, LePagc 
edged ahead in a vore so close 
,bar Cutler was expected ro call 
for a recount. At press t ime, 
the difference was less ,ban 2 
percent. 
In lhe island d istr ic ts, 
Republicans swept ,be Maine 
House and Senate seats for 
Chebeague a nd Long Island, 
while Democranc incomhents 
held on elsewhere. 
In the House race, Howard 
l\!cFaddcn (R} won D1smc t 
30 wuh 64 perccn,, Meredith 
Strang Burgess (R) won Disrnct 
108 wich 60 percem, and Perer 
Stucke)' ( D) took Dmrict 114 
with 67 percent. 
In the Senate race? mcumbent 
Jusun Alfond (D) swepr the 
Disrnct 8 race w1Ch 79 percem, 
Richard Woodbury (IJ} cook 
Dist.tier 11 in a close heat with 
Republica n candidate Gerald 
Davis, and Dougl,ls T homas (R) 
won District 27 with 60 percent. 
A, the Casco Bav Island Transit 
Districc, Chris ~Joppi n lost bis 
scat on che board of duectors 
ro Pea ks 1 sland resident Charles 
Burr. "I apprec1J1te rhe support 
1 bad from man)' islanders and 
wish Charles all the best," said 
Hoppin. 
Burr ran on a campaign to 
increase accoun1abi]1ty and 
ltansparency of chc Ba)' L ines 
ferry sL-rvice, and said he plans to 
suucrure a system that includt:"S 
island residents in the decision-
making process concerning its 
operauon, since they're also 
shareholders in rhc company. "I 
don't 1hink it's sotnelhing that's 
been done effccrn·cly in the 
past/' he said. 
Frank Peretti and Dave 
Crowle)·, both uncontested, were 
also reelected to the board to 
represent Peaks Island and Cliff 
Island, respecth·dy. 
The City Clerk's office didn't 
even list the Peaks Island Council 
race in the clccnon resuhs posted 
on its website on >-tov. 3, so it 
appears there werr no write-
in candidates. In any case, the 
council now seems m be defunct-
Io other results, Porrland 
vote rs narrowly approved an 
amendment to ,he City Charter 
calli ng for a popularly elecced 
mayor who wilt serve a 3-year 
term, and by the saine margin 
defeaced a proposal to allow kg.,! 
residc:nt immigrants to vote. 
Quescions 2 and 1 were 
m•e rwh elming ly approved. 
moLLify111g wording in che Ci,)' 
Charrer and renaming rhe School 
Commiuee rhe "Board of Public 
Education". 
Incumbents Jill Duson and 
John ,\nton kept their ar-largc 
seacs on ,he City Council, while 
former councilor Ed Suslovic 
defeated Willian, Micchell for rhc 
Disrnct 3 seat. 
The results of chisdection were 
not well predicted in ,he polls, 
as New York Times journalisr 
Nate Silver wrote to his paper's 
blog Wcdncs~y morning, "The 
performance of polling firms 
was somc,hing we'll take up in 
the coming days. While it was 
not wildl)' off-balance, i, was 
somewhat mo1e erratic chan it 
migh, appea r on chc surface." 
Final meeting of the Peaks Island Council 
BYKEVINATTRA 
The last ever P TC meeting 
was held Wednesdar, Oct. 27. 
Tt was perhaps fitting that the 
night was cold and dreary, with 
a hard rain that fell throughout 
the evening. 
Chair Mike Rjchards rapped 
the two-hour meeting ,o order 
... ~th a gavel made for the PTC 
by me late Dave Adams, and 
suggested that the council 
m ight return it to his widow 
after the N ovcmbcr elections. 
All seven councilors were 
present as well as 14 ,csidents, 
which made it one of the 
better attended meetings in Its 
hiscory. 
Richards began by stating 
t hat he had decided to make 
his own resignation effective 
as o f midnight, Nov. 1. 
He had previously left i t 
undetermined. "T don't want 
people to think that, if people 
run for office, 1'11 still be on 
the council." 
The last orders of business 
concerned the operation 
of the island taxi under its 
umbrella corporation, TTS, 
the allocation of the annual 
clisc.retionat)' fund for parking 
and transportation - originally 
$50,000 but reduced to 
$30,000 in the last two years 
- and t he dissolution of t he 
council after November. 
T hough there had prev iously 
b een d iscussions a bout 
incorporating che island as a 
village, this w ill apparently 
go no further t han an initial 
meeting between some of the 
island council members and 
city officials that took place 
Wednesday, Oct. 20. 
Richards said that without 
the PlC there is no formal 
body to represent the 
community in advocating for 
it, if in fact the comm unit)' 
even wants co become a village 
corporation. 
"l was feeling a little om 
there on Wednesday because 
I didn't feel a whole lot of 
suppo rt for this v illage 
corporauon," said Richards. 
Said Councilor Rob Tiffanr, 
"It's crrstal clear to me the 
only way th is will happen is if 
the cuy is interested. They'll 
talk but they're not interested. 
!'m not willing to spend one 
more minute going down that 
road." 
The consensus among 
the councilors was rhat the 
commuruty will have to show 
p/r,uueePIC.paq•J 
.__ _______ _J 
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CERT Updates CPR Training 
And Plans Island-Wide Program 
BY CHRIS HOPPIN 
Ten Peaks I sland Commun ity 
Emergency Response Team (CERT) 
members upgraded their C P R 
(Cardiopulmonaq• Resuscitation) 
capabilities Monday, Oct. 18 with help 
from three Portland Fire Department 
trainers. 
PFD firefighters Aaron Bridges, 
Caroline Harden and Chris Thompson 
took the volunteer CERT members 
thru three life-threatening emergency 
scenarios to enhance their CPR skills. 
Members checked out the Automated 
External Defibrillator (AED) that can 
help provide an clcctrooic shock when 
needed. Currently, Peaks Island has 
one A ED at the elementary school, 
and another owned by the Trefethen 
Evergreen Jmprovcmem Association 
which is stored at the TETA center in 
the summer and at Brackett United 
Methodist Church in rhe winter. 
The CERT team and others are 
exploring adding units in other public 
spaces, including Casco Bay Lines, 
which has A EDs on the Maquoit II 
andAucosisco HI ferries. 
CER T team members also 
upgraded their CPR skills, using the 
new methods that call for 30 quick 
chest compressions followed by cwo 
breaths. These new CPR techniques 
have shown to be more effective than 
previous methods that rook extra time 
during emergencies. 
The Portland Fire Department and 
CERT team plan to offer more CPR 
training for all islanders in the ,vinter. 
Scenes ofHalloween on Peaks Island 
BYKEVIN ATTRA 
PHOTOS BY NANCY 3. HOFFMAN 
As you approached Scott and Nancy Nash's house on Halloween - a cold windy 
night - the Hrst sounds you heard were drum beats. The sky was bleak, mostly cloudy 
with occasional streaks of deep purple in the late evening, but the Nash s house 
glowed through the trees like a fallen meteor. There you found yourself in a world 
inhabited by robots who were dancing wildJy to some of the cheesiest disco music 
ever. Illustrator T im Nihoff, in a weirdly disturbing kind of Darth Vader costume 
- welder's helmet sp0tty with blinking lii;hts, collapsible light saber - tried to run me 
through a few times and then said, "Isn t it amazing what can be done with a lot of 
duct tape and AA batteries?"This was j ust one of many strange scenes taking place all 
over the island, and I was so overwhelmed by it that I went straight home and didn't 
even think about going to the party at rhe Legion. 
RIGHT: A prize-winning collection of 
gourds and pumpkins, all carved jolly 
with a knife. 
BELOW: Horror inside the haunted 
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Sacred & Profane cleans its act 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY KEVIN A TTRA 
According to Garry Fox, president of 
the Peaks Island Land Preserve which 
owns Battery Steele, organizers of the 
annual Sacred & Profane performance 
art show final!)'. instal1ed_Eortable toilets 
for the event. He said PILP has been 
concerned about sanitary conditions for 
some time, and was relieved to have the 
is-sue resolved at last. 
Now in its 15th year, Sacred & Profane 
uses the World War 11 gun battery as a 
gallery of interactive art mstallations and 
performance. Among the highlights this 
year: 
A swing made in the shape of an 
ai rplane and covered with cardboard 
signs like those held up by homeless 
peOP.le at traffic intcrsceuons. An aviator 
would give it a push and then run around 
dragging a tiny, useless parachute behind 
him wliile a woman begged for money 
from the crowd. As if any ofit would fly. 
A pitch dark room hung with P.lastic 
sheets so that visitors had to blindly feel 
their way through them while stepping 
on itooey patches of seaweed strewn on 
the lloor. I think we're not supposed to 
walk in there," said one person. 
A ton of delicious ice cream in unusual 
flavors, like ci nnamon, handmade over 
the course of a few weeks br Meghan 
Conley, an operations agent at Casco Bay 
Lines, who used dry ice and other tricks 
to ktep it frozen for the e~nt. 
ABOVE: The traditional parade from 
the 2:15 p.m. ferry arrived at the Battery 
Steele where costumed performers and 
something like a blue Pac-man chara,:rcr 
danced for a while to drums and trumpet 
music. T he event was so popular this year 
that half of the crowd was left behind in 
Portland to wait for the 3:15, becoming a 
parade of their own an hour later. 
ABOVE, The airplane swing, complete 
with a pilot who spun its propeller while 
the recorded sounds of a dying engine 
played &om the cockpit. 
LEFT: The effigy of a bride, held upri~t by heart 
strings attached ro a wall, glowed 1n an ttrit 
inst2Ilation deep inside the battery. 
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PIC,frompa9e1 
an intcrescin pursuing chat avenue, and 
a new group will have co come forward 
to work on ir. "Tf people are inrerested 
in making a change, it will demonstrate 
itself in some obvious way;' sa id Co-
chair Lynne Richard. 
Concerning the taxi, Council 
Treasurer Tom Bohan said, "The ITS, 
as a chi ld of the PIC, will continue." 
He said the rnxi "did very well" during 
the summer under ltS ne" S\'Srcm 
being operated by members of the 
board, wluch took place afcer the latesc 
manager quit unexpectedly in July. 
With che vehicle needing brake 
work and new tires this fall, estimated 
co cost around s-so, the ITS board is 
anxious to sec how well It fares in the 
off-season. The company plans to 
expand the service co include package 
and pizza delivery, among ocher ideas. 
T he council formally adopted a 
re:solutlon co rhe City Cow1cil asking it 
to perpetua«: spending of the parking 
and cransportarion fund for s tudent 
passes, ticket vouchers and subsidies to 
the ITS and the Children's \'('orkshop 
as the PTC had allocated in the pasc. • 
If che fund remains at $30,000, this 
would mean about $2,500 in vouchers 
to Cliff and Great Diamond residents, 
$1 1,500 for middle and high school 
student summer passes, $6,500 for 
private students, $4,500 for the ITS 
and SS,000 to che Workshop. 
On Frida)', Oct. 29, the Peaks Island 
hind also awarded a grant for $4,300 
to the TT S co pa) t he salary of a 
coordinator who wiU schedule drivers 
and promote the services of the island 
cab, according co PIF president, Bill 
Zimmerman. 
Councilor Bohan said, "I'm pleased 
to continue 10 work 0 11 the taxi, which 
1 ,hmk is a great chrng," referring to 
h is intent ions after the • ovember 
clccuon. 
ln the closing minutes of the PIC 
meeting, after the council had made 
a checklist o f things co do before 
shutting off the lights - turn in keys 
to che Community Center, archive 
the website, cake down rhc bulleti n 
board, write a closing paragraph in its 
Wiktpcdia reference - the councilors 
said some lase words. 
Given the history of community 
o rgan izations like the Peaks Island 
Neighborhood Association and the 
Island T ndependence Commit tee, 
Bohan said, "I think it ,vas a g=t step 
forward to have representation by an 
island-wide election. I'm sorr)' to see it 
pass." 
"\'\1c all came inco this with the hope 
to do something," said Lynne Richard. 
"We d td a lot with a little. I hope the 
community decides to <lo something 
di ff er enc." 
Said Rob T iffany, "Ir's been a vet)' 
unique three years for me. In-town has 
yet to figure out what to do with us. We 
constantly had to remind them we're 
an elected body." 
He added, "We're not called whiners 
for nothing - we're good at it. We 
whine because we carc.n 
Perfect records in both directions 
ABOVE, Peaks Island's US soccer ream finished the season 0-6, in what Coach 
Daligan describes as "a building year.• Sh• says the record does nor reflecr how bard 
the k.ids worked bur their smiles show bow much fun they bad. Front row (I tor): Neil 
Underwood, East Underwood, Griffin Conley, Elias Eisenberg, Atrirns \Vasklewic~, 
Alexey Seredin, Julia Peterson, Isabella Levin•, Sam Dupont, Back row (I tor): 
Calder Davis, Coach Daligan. Missing from picture: Eleanor Johnson, Kaerhe Marie 
Wilson. 
BELOW: Peaks Island's UlO soccer team went 5-0·l in an undefeated season, Team 
coaches say devotion to the sporrand a deep Lineup made Teasn South Africa tough to 
bear. Seated (I tor): Jonah Green, Truman Steinberg, Devon Daligan (for<ground), 
Brady Boyle, Eddie Sylvester. Standing (l 10 r): Luna Soley, Elisa Membrano, Dianne 
De_rvis, Zeke Dupont, Noah Chalfant, Nick Boyle, Rowan Oaligan, Danny Hanley, 
Enc Conrad. Back row: Coach Sylvester and Coach Underwood. M issing from 
pictme:Jameson Childs, Phineas Underwood 
photos eourtt<y ofSuum Hot1lty 
He can't speak yet, 
but he can help improve 
the lives of thousands 
of children in Maine. 
By taking part in the National Children's Study, he and 
other Maine children will change the co,use of health for 
future generations. This study is tbe largest of its kind in 
the United St.ltes and aims to expand ,.,,hat we know about 
children's health and development. Eligible residents in 
Cumberland County have the opportWlity to be part of 
something that will affect not only their children but their 
grandchildren as well. 
If you're interested in learning more, call (207) 662-1488. 
-
"' """"':/< CHILDREN 'S STUOY 
HU.UH (;IIO~'TH f NVt l ONMlNT 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY 
... , ' , ~,. ~;, . 
," . . wv .. w.NationalCh1ldrensStudy.gov 
.,.,,_ei_.~, "•:(f~i·~ j/ , - . . . 
l 1 S. DEPAR.Tiil!.NT Ul' H(Al nl ANO Ht:MAN StRVICf.S 
,-...11<1NI In\~,., He.iL* 
Cfflten fu1 DiM'.ut' Cocatr,.>I Gld ~~o 
U~. U,.'\"IRON~t.L',"l',\l, l'ROT!CJION hC£SC\' 
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Casco Bay Lines 
BY CHRIS HOPPIN 
The Casco Bay Islands Transit Distr-ict 
relies on us profeuional staff and groups of 
volunlccr cnmminccs .i..c; \\'Cll as its board of 
directors to opera.re Casco Bay I .i nes fcrncs 
beN--ee,1 Por1Jand and the six islands H scrw:s. 
T he .ttoard mcluJes 10 members elected 
b)• voters and rwo members appointed b)' rhe 
Portland Ci1 )' Counc,1 and the State of Maine. 
The board selects its officers each November 
and a lso appoiots me,nbeu of eighc 
commi1 Lees: F.x:ecut1ve. Finance, Government 
Relac1ons, Operations, Pension, Personnel, 
RatcScrocturc and Sales& Marketiog. 
All the committees except the Hxccud\'C, 
Pen~IOn and Personnel cc:>mminccs include 
other volunteer members of the public. 
Thcr hold their mee1:ings - winch arc always 
publici?.ed and open to the p'1blic 4 in lhe fcccy 
terminal. .t\nd. they ace alwa)'S lookiog for 
more volunteers. 
lslat1.<lers whc> w1!">h to <;cn·c on committees 
should contact aoy board member, Contact 
mfonnac:ioo is on the CBT11) weh~uc at Jnm( 
weol,,gli,,.,,ttJ.,. 
Comm1t1ees discuss issues and make 
rccommcndanons to 1hc board for formal 
act.ions, including possible recommendations 
to C8TTD rn:anagt.mcnt4 Although some of 
the committees' pur poses may be obvious 
from their names, this mooth's col1.Jm n 
will focus OJ\ OI\I)· one. as ao example: the 
Opt..•n1 ium Committee 
Clum:d by Dan Doane of Peaks !.land, the 
Operations Commutee di$Cusses hou• Casco 
&y I .1ncs cood\lccs its ferry business, both lo 
the terminal and on the bay. itus comnuuee 
held spec1al pubhc mectmgs, foe cxampJc. to 
rc::commcnd using av:ulablc federal funds to 
acc1u1re a new ferry to replace the aging ldand 
Ro11101r(f, The new cus.romhed ft.rry 1s co be 
built1obegin S<Orvt<e in the fallof2011 . 
When they met Oct. 21 ac 7:45 a.m., rhe 
O perations team addressed a range of topics 
that are fairl)• l yp1c2I comrmucc issues. 
includ ing proposals for "E·Tick.eting", 
or dcctrooic lickcting, which would uie 
technology co speed up purch:ase1 and ticket 
use while pro , i<lmg data For the Bay Lines 
2hout tr.a,·d. They also ccv1cwcJ su1tisucs 
generated by aJdnlon2l cnp~ 10 01amond 
Cove in July and Augu<t. 
' f'icke1mg affects all chc owners anJ 
customers nf Casco Bay Lines, so that subj«t 
receives cons1derable tuenr,ion. Smee the 
ferries arc public traosporutdon, go,•ernmem 
reguluions prohibit special pnces for year-
rouod 1sla nders ~lnd rcsidcms. Howe\•er, 
quantity djscoums arc allowed, leading 10 
the five-pass commuter book as well as. lower 
pnces for rnon1 hly and annual passc:5. 
0 ( cour.;c, the p rima ry d iscounts for year 
round residents are the considerably lower 
prices during the month-; of October t hru 
1\prli. Those discounts ate available for all 
ticket buyers. including day cripperS a.nd other 
visnors. 
However. several members o f the board 
aod cbm.miuees as. well as publtc dm:cns lil.c 
OperationsC..ommi1teemembcrM~cMc.Konc 
of Cli ff Island. Juve been searching for son>e 
legal additional discounting methods co-assist 
frcqucm travelers like year round re-s1dcnts4 
Evc.::nruall~, 1 he electronic sy:stcm might Ix 
•bl• ,o provide legal quaumy iliscouots similar 
to c-Ez Pass· and retail ou1lercard)i W1th ~tored 
value. 
The Committc.-e's 'E4 Tickcdog' discussions 
first centered around an automated kiosk that 
can accep1 credit card~ ~nd dispcn,c tickcfs. 
T hey hc-,pe that using the kiosk would reduce 
li nes at the tccmina]•s three ticker window,. 
during busy and hecuc time5 when lasHnioote 
cidcct buyer:. delay passengers. 
As th~ l1isrncf tries to 1na.intau1 icsopenuing 
costs and avoid ticket pr1Ct! 1ncrc:asc:s. a11 
discussioos 1nclude cons1dcranoo of where 
g rants might be obtained co pay for new 
,y,.ems. CBITD has an $80,000 l'ederol 
Gra1\l anJ t.he Portland Arca Transit System 
{PAC-r.-.) committee has rcccotly authottzed 
aod additional SI 15,000 for elec1ro nic 
ticketing. 
Other tickct1og discussions at the October 
meeting included possibly using hand-held 
ticket scannets on t.he fornes to capture data 
requi red by ,h,· l'.S. Coast Gu:ud. However, 
committee mcmbets expressed their concern 
about costs to the District and us customers 
~s well ;is customer com•enicocc, so more 
n;:.o;earch is planned. 
Committee members hea.rd rrom board 
membet ]\,fan Hoffner of l.iulc Diamond 
Island. who prcscoted an analysis oomp:aring 
sp ecial ruos or trips. co Diamond Cove ~nd 
Long Island that were intro<luct:d in July and 
J\ugus1 this rear. 
I le: reported Ulat total o utbouocl lraff1c 
from Portland to I he ij\l:tnd4> rncrca·~t:d in 
July and Augus1 of 20 10 comp,red with Joly 
and August of 2009. Traffic to Peaks Island 
incn:aS('d 14.8 pcrccm aud t.rnffic io the orhcr 
islands. ~own the Bay' u1cn.:ased 5.5 percent. 
Those summer season ioncascs were 
wt:kome news as the Dis.lrlct approache.~ the 
quieter off-season winter monihs. 
ILovePeaks.com 
Online shopping StTl.li« benefits Peaks Jsla11d T ax c~ Enetl,)'Assistm"e 
BY CYNTHIA P EOUKIN 
Peaks Tsland Tax Ass istance and 
its more recent Energr Assistance 
program is now combined under one 
heading, PITEA, to reflect the reality 
that both tax assistance and energy 
assistance are managed by our small 
group of 13. 
PITEA is a S0l(c)(3) nonprofi t 
organ ization that d istributes funds 
which are donated by the community 
to assist qua Ii ficd Peaks Island 
residents in paying property taxes and 
heating bills. 
We have separate bank accounts for 
Tax Assistance and Energy Assistance, 
and will honor the donors who wish 
to have their contribution go to one 
purpose or the other. 
Just as we were gearing up for the 
new energy season, PIT~A was offered 
the opportunity to join a new program 
being offered by Market America to 
50l{c)(3) nonprofit organizations. 
Susan Marie T homas, a qualified 
independent " Un franchise" owner, 
met with us in August and explained 
t hat the program is an online retail 
service that allows purchases to benefit 
PIT E A directly. Market America also 
offers individuals the opportunity to 
create a second source of income. 
With Susan's help, enthusiasm and 
patience we launched our portal, 1WIW. 
1/ov,Peoks.com, which leads into the 
Market America website where )'OU 
will see our PIT A name in the upper 
right hantl corner. 
from t here you can find products 
which Market America sel ls or you 
can click Lhe Partner Store tab where 
you will find an alphabetized list of 
all of )'Our favorite onl inc shopping 
destinations. PIT A will benefit 
from 100 percent of your shopping 
through ILo,·,Peaks.ton,. Susan has 
offered us a way Lo raise funds with no 
addirional out of pocket cost to you, 
our supporters, while offering you cash 
back for your support. 
\Ve hope )'OU will rake a few minutes 
to browse the site and see what Market 
America is all about. The number of 
partner stores makes it easr to find any 
product you may be thinking about. 
This is a chance to shop online through 
a reputable portal and to know that 
your email account will not be given to 
any o ther group. 
We hope you enjoy the ser vice and 
convenience of shopping on line, 
while helping to comribure to our 
community tax and energy assistance 
fond. 
POLICE LOGoctober 2010 
Pr1mdeJ ~ Porlla11t! Polite Dep,,rtmmt 
I iroe Date D escription I . nrarino 
22:22 2 Persons Bothering Peaks Island 
22:54 2 Persons Bothering Island Ave 
13:28 3 Theft Peaks J sland 
15:32 3 Vehicle Complaint OakAve 
13:43 6 Open Door/ \Vmdow Pleasant Ave 
15:53 6 T heft Hei-manAve 
18:04 6 911 Hang Cp Calls Peaks Island 
02:37 7 Alarm/Burglary Island Ave 
06:41 7 Alann/Burglary Island A\'e 
10:44 7 Serving Paperwork Central Ave 
11:10 7 Follow Up Central Ave 
17:59 9 Pedestrian Check Peaks Island 
20:03 9 Animal Complaint Peaks Tsland 
16:58 11 , \nimal Complaint Pleasant ;\ve 
10:08 14 Parking Complamt Welch St 
10:37 14 Parking Complaint Sandpiper Rd 
21:40 14 911 Hang Cp Calls Island Ave 
09:57 15 Assist Fire Dept Herman Ave 
11:03 15 Assist Fire Dept Central Ave 
01:20 16 Check \\'ell Being Island Ave 
09:42 18 Parking Complafot Meridian St 
09:18 19 Persons Bothering Third Sr 
16:05 22 Motor Vehicle Theft Welch St 
21:44 23 Special Atwntion Check Island Ave 
23:47 23 J\ggravau:d Theft Third St 
14:44 24 911 Hang Up Calls Bmrhouse \'{lay 
18:40 26 Burglary Seashore Ave 
Count27 
Peaks Island Baptist Church 
...,,,,-~, ,.,.,,, Tl•,.. :n°r, Dinner 
Saturday~ 20 




Prayer Meetin9s Jl>-ed. 6 PAI 
235 Pleaso11t Ave., Peaks Isla11d, 1\1E 04108, 766-3037, ""'"'Pilx.iefo 
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For the love o£Peaks! 
David Sterling 
L 
Well, I was bom in 1940 a, a bospiral 
in Porrland. I lived on Peaks Island, on 
Lutber Street, at the top of rhe hill. Thar 
Srreer is named Lurber Street because of 
a gemleman named Luther Steiling who 
built the house T lived in. 
Prior to my living there, my grandfather, 
Captain Herman Ingalls of the lighrhouse 
tender Hibi1rNs, and bis wife, Marfa or 
Mariah, you can spell ir either way (she 
liked Mariah!}, lived in the house. And 
then my mothet, who was rheir daughter, 
lived in the house afrcr they retired and 
moved to Machias. The house had been 
occupied prior to rheir living there by 
a gentleman named Captain William 
Srcrliog of the lighthouse tender Ula,. He 
was my grandmother's father and he lived 
in the house for about 40 yea ts. 
I lived on Peaks l sland from 1940 to 
1949, and thar was of course during the 
Big War, World War II, and rhere 
was a fair med army base on Peaks 
Island. 
Ironically, in my fam il)', my 
grandfather's name is Ingalls, so 
mi· mother's name was Ingalls 
and she married a Sterling. My 
gr.andmother's aame was Sterling 
and she married an Ingalls! Not 100 
many people h,•cd on the island I 
guess. My mother and father were 
somerhjng l ike sixth or seventh 
cousins. 
My father's fami ly were the 
ones on the lower end, towards 
Trefe1hen's Landing and they ran 
rhe Oceanic I louse, which burned I 
believe in 1950 or '51. I,was a hotel, 
a quire large hotel, where people 
from Montreal came and stayed all 
summer. 
They'd come down by train, ,he 
Grand Truok Rail road, which had 
a terminal in Portland. They would 
land ,here and then their steamer 
trunks and whatever were loaded 
oo the Casco tlay boats and taken off the 
boat on Trcfcthcn's Landing, which had a 
large wharf that extended way out into the 
harbor, because it was fairly shaUow1here. 
Io fact the wharf had a beod in ir, it wasn't 
srraight. My father said that he grew up as 
a boy cacrying steamer trunks up 10 the 
Oceanic House, which was abour a block 
up the Street on the hill. 
In the wimcrcimc, in my memory. they 
didn't have a snowplow, they had a big 
roller that they hauled behind horses 1hat 
rolled the roads down, and you could 
walk on ,op of the snow. Then they had 
a snowplow maybe when I was 5 or 6 
years old, m2ybe around the end of the 
war in '45 or '46, and they plowed 1he 
streets. T hey didn't plow all of them of 
course because most the houses below 
Trefethen's Landing were summer 
Peaks sland-!;xper'ienceS 
(P I. J;. S) 
Death on an island 
BY J ERRY GARMAN 
An African proverb states that 
"The ladder of death is not climbed 
by o nly one person". Death seems 
to restate our relationship with each 
other, our community and our natural 
surroundings. As we have shared each 
other's joys we also share their losses. 
On an island one is qu ickly aware 
of missi ng family members, friends, 
colleagues, neighbors, pets and even 
ob jects. We solemnly pass rbe dead 
island car waiting to be transported on 
the island ferry. Even a missing tree or 
seashore rock formation is noted. 
Nature is a lways reminding us o f 
this "ci.rclc of life". 
Our perennial planes 
go to s lee p while 
our annuals die. 
The falling leaves 
and a c o rns also 
demonstrate t his 
ever recurring cycle. 
The wi ntcr storms 
cause the release o f 
many dead branches. 
The constant roar 
of a cha in saw 
accelerates this 
natural crcleof aging 
and dying. We have all experienced 
that resound ing thud as a s mall bird 
self destructs on our window while 
either chasin g i ts image or trying to 
escape it. 
Recently I talked to a young girl who 
had just seen the dead whale, which 
was grounded in the Evergreen end of 
the is!Juid. She was most excited to be 
wearing a whale's tooth chat her father 
had removed from this latge mammal 
as a momento of the event. Several 
t imes a year officials are alerted to 
dead seals a nd seagulls who suffered 
houses. The water pipes to most of those 
buildings were on top of ,he ground and 
people shut those off in October. 
There have bcc-n many stories about a 
submarine coming 10 Peaks Island that 
I remember, and according to something 
that T read recently this didn't happen. But 
1 can cemcmber seeing it, being taken over 
10 Torr ington Poi nt by my mother and 
watching a German sub being esconed 
into Portland Harbor. We were allowed to 
go on it about tw0 weeks lateL Of course, 
the battleship Pottland, a World War II 
barrlcship, we toured 1ha1. That was quite 
an experience for someone maybe 5 or 6 
years old. 
We had a lot of fun growing up on the 
island because chcrc was really quite a lot 
10 do. In t_hc wintertime there were three 
or fout ponds that V.'Ould freeze over and 
there also WllS a hockey rink which was 
set up in the parking lot where the sewer 
station 1s now. 1r was maintained by a 
fellow named Gene Temple who was che 
captai n of the fireboat. He had access to 
hydrants and he would resurface the ice 
every day when it was cold by spraying 
water on it. 
We had a lot of fun skating there. In fact, 
hockey has quite a history on che island. 
When T was younger, back in the late 
'40s, my father and other people - this is 
probably right after the War -would all get 
rogcther and either go there or 10 one of 
the frog ponds on Peaks Island. 
One of chc things that I wanted to tell 
you about, we played a form of baseball 
which was geared to Peaks Island, because 
it didn't take a l01 of space. although there 
was a big baseball diamond on the island. 
Each island in Casco Bay used to have their 
own baseball team and there was a game 
on Sunday, every Sunday, at the bal!field, 
wh.ich is off the end of Luther Street. You 
walk tluough the woods and probably the 
ballfield is still there. Our form of baseball 
as kids was played witb a tennis ball and 
usually a bat thar had been whittled off and 
made flat on two sides and the deal was 
you really couldn't bit the rennis ball a long 
way, it just didn'r uavcl that faL 
We'd set it up, usually in the street at the 
the same fate. l n 2000 we were all a 
parry to the removal of over 200 deer 
followed by yearly depredation hu nts. 
Sometime, even nature needs help. 
I h ave given eulogies, been a 
pallbearer, conducted burials at sea 
for islanders; and a lso have scattered 
cremains of both loved ones a nd pets 
in meaningful places. The red collar 
of my blind and deaf English Setter, 
Zack, is prominently displayed in m y 
garden where be used bis fabulous nose 
to find bugs and snakes. "A II crearu.tes 
big and small" have become a part of 
this island. 
T recently helped Tima Bell move 
a g ranite stone that memor ialized 
both his mother Christina Winter and 
h is younger sister Winter. It would 
shortly find a permaoeot home in a 
p er cemetery where they would be 
united with her beloved Bichon !'rise, 
Peter. Ruth Mistark's recent death 
demonstrates the impact of her life 
on three islands (Cliff, Peaks and 
Chebeague). 
Four cemeteries, dat ing back 
to t he 170 0's, confir m the need 
to memorialize our predecessors. 
Memories of absent islanders are 
everywhere with dedicated benches, 
trees, plaques and buildings. 
The Fifth Maine and the Eighth 
Ma ine offer places for people to 
memorialize the Civil War, which 
started almost 150 years ago. Some 
cottages are still known by its deceased 
owner's name. At the TElA clubhouse 
you will find a row of rocking chairs, 
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top of Luche r, and we'd set up bases that 
were noc quite as long, or were even shorter 
than Little League. Boys and girls together 
- because there weren't a 101 of us - would 
play. And ooe of the rules, -.,,hlch probabli• 
has 001 survived, was if you swung at a ball 
and missed, and the catcher, who was just 
st.anding behind you, could catch it after it 
hit the ground once, you were out. 
We also played baseball in a field down 
where the p<>wcr company wa.s. We played 
baseball all over chc place. Where 1he 
school is now we actually had a d iamond 
set up, on the side of the hill, but it worked 
out pretty well. 
T here was a feeling - which I get now 
when I go over to Peaks Jsland - that you 
had as a kid and that was looking back at 
the ciiy of Ponland and saymg m yourself 
"That's where the world is. I'm in a great 
place on Peaks Island and I'm not in that 
world." 
I remember, when 1 was work ing 
in Washingron, D.C. for the federal 
government I took my family out and I 
got off the boat and looked back towards 
Portland and I said - I bad tbrtt children 
at the time - "Look back there. Sec, that's 
the world, and now you're in utopia on 
Peaks Island." 
Hau you liud on P,alu fur a long timef 
Do you hl1f1e a PeoJ,s Island story to tdl of 
memories from ,hi/dhQ()d or that illurtraUJ 
why ]'OU 1()1)e living hen? Please email or 
wll Fran Howton. She has already heard 
some great stories and she w ants to hear 
yours.-fran_houston@Mtmail.«»n, or ,all 
766.2}86. 
empty, but slowly moving in the ocean 
breeze, perhaps occupied by former 
members who really liked the view and 
oever really left. 
Death on an island can be sudden 
an d unexpected, or peaceful and 
anticipated. To die on an island you 
love, in the comfort of yout own borne, 
surrounded by people you love seems 
to be the perfect w ay to end one's 
journey. This type of "attended death" 
permits the p ublic safety officers and 
funeral personnel to quietly perform 
their official duties. Perhaps even offer 
a last trip around the back shore and 
fin ally a ride on the fireboat. Life is 




Dear friends and neighbors: 
T hank you for your trust and 
faith in me during my 3 -year term 
with the Peaks Island Council. Ir 
meant a lot to me to be elected, 
and l took very seriously the task 
of representing islanders' interests 
to the city of Portland. Of course, 
we cao debate the success and 
the eventual omcomes, but in any 
case there were many high points 
throughout the experience. 
I am grateful ro those ci ty 
employees that took the time to 
share information with me aod 
other counc ilors. T specifically 
worked w ith Mike Bobinsky, 
Fred LaMontagne, Joe Gray, 
Alex Jacgcrman, AJ Alves, Dave 
Pendleton, Denise Macaronas, and 
of course our ally and acj,·ocate i\like 
Murray. \Y/e have many excellent 
people working for the city. They 
deserve leadership with vision 
and 1 hope they get it someday. I 
have a deep respect for all of our 
island safety officers. Each bring 
a high degree of professionalism, 
dedication, and common sense to 
their work. They need our support 
to continue their ou'tstanding 
service. 
Thank you to those folks that 
kept coming to the meetings. T 
appreciate the many kind words and 
supportive emails from you; they 
really made a positive difference. I 
enjoyed our conversations on the 
boat, at Saturday dialogues, aod on 
the street. Even those of you who 
don't agree with (or like) me were 
usually polite and reasonable· thank 
you for that. It truly was my pleasure 
to work on behalf of Peaks Island. J 
would gladly continue if there was 
good reason to d o so. 
I am reminded of my teaching 
mentor's words whenever a student 
was frustrated by failure: "Builds 
character," he used to tell them. I 
must now have character to spare! 
T have to admit thac T am alread y 
enjoying evenings at home with 
Steve rather than at the community 
center, new com fy chair s 
notwithstanding. In the future I'm 
sure T'II be involved in some aspect 
of island life, hoping co preserve 
that which drew us newer folks 
here in the first place. Meanwhile, 
thanks again for your support and 
assistance to the PTC. 
Lynne Richard 
* * * • * 
Peaks Island Check-in Line 
Following in the footsteps of 
numerous Maine towns, we will 
begin a Check-in Line program for 
those who live alone, for those who 
have recently had medical issues 
or surgery, and for those who are 
house-bound for any reason. 
As of Nov. 5, participants will call 
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766-0067, wait for the answering 
machine to pick up and leave your 
name and let us know all is well. 
TI1ose who sign-up will agree to call 
the answering machine every day, 
Sunday through Saturday. J\nyone 
\\'e do nor hear from by 10 a.m. will 
be checked on. Tf for any reason a 
participant cannot call us everyday 
we wi ll be happy to call them every 
day. 
If you are interested in being part 
of this program, or kao\\' others 
who may want or need this program, 
please email us atcindyhow@maine. 
rr.com or call us at 207-766-0067. 
W/c will need to have certain 
information from participants 
such as: emergency contac ts and 
physicians' phone numbers in case 
of an emergency. We will ask each 
participant ro fill out a very simple 
form. W/e do out wish to intrude on 
anyone's pri,11cy. 
If you have any questions, please 
do not hesitate to ask us. Tf you 
would like to volunteer to help, 
please ca II us. \Ve have a way for 
others to participate and gee the 
messages off the line. 
Howard and Cynthia Pcdlikin 
* * * * 
FROM ROBERT LAUTERBACH 
PORTLAND POLICE SENIOR LEAD 
OFFICER, PEAKS ISLAND 
Greetings, 
With the weather changing and the 
snow soon to fall, 1 \\'anted to stress 
the importance of making sure our 
streets are clear of vehicles during 
inclement weather so DPW can 
plow. Also, the other officers and I 
have observed a handful of vehicles 
that have been parked on the street 
with expired island tags. T hese 
particular situations have been 
addressed, but I just want co give a 
friendly reminder to make sure rour 
vehicle is properly registered. 
To help remind us of the 
i mponance of fire safety, T would 
like to thank the children and 
staff of the Children's \Xlorkshop 
for stopping by and meeting o ne 
of our firefighters. Firefighter 
Sean Donaghue did a great job 
entertain ing while educating the 
youngsters on basic fire safety. 
E njoy the rest of the fall while 
its still here and brace yourself for 
the winter, and remember you can 
reach me at 233-0995 or email me at 
robertl@portland1JJaine.~v or stop by if 
you have any concerns. Thanks. 
View from the Chair 
BY M IKE R!CHARDS, PIC CHAIR 
As the PTC pro"ed too weak co be truly 
tLSenil co islanders in dealing with the rny, 
the ncxr step may be a ,·illage corporaaon. 
le makes no sense to consider it oo Peaks 
unless the ary considers it too, so we met 
recently with a comingent froin the citr to 
gauge their imcrcst. 
Mayor Nick said he'd heard from 
islanders on both sides of the issue •nd 
wasn't sure most islanders wamed it. I 
agreed: most islanders wanted to pursue 
mclependence, and lhey may want to do 
so again, now rim the city unilaterally cut 
our cops in half and exposed rhc PIC as 
powerless, hence our resignations and no 
islanders running 10 replace us. 
Ellen Sanborn, finance director, said 
she thought we wanted mo re paramedics 
and that's what the ciry gave us. T said if 
she'd asked us first, we would have told 
her otherwise: wr have paramedics on 
Peaks; our recent past EMT problems 
were caused by faulty p aging. The real 
problem is rhe city made a fundamcnral 
decision affecting Peaks safety wirhout 
really consulting the PIC; and after it was 
annou nctd islanders protested but the 
city did it anyway, predictably producing 
un happy police, firefighters and islanders. 
From what ]'vc read, a village 
corpora.don won't reduce caxcs and rn11y 
raise rhcm, so islanders n1ay not supporr it. 
In fact, n may be better for the dry than 
for islanders, as 1he city will get money 
for norhing and won't ha"e to deal wuh 
the island as much. T he only way for 
isJanders ro avoid cicy taxes is to become 
independent from the city, and even that 
may not reduce island property ta,es, 
especially in the shorr rcrm. 
We know the biggest cost driver for 
islanders (aside from caxcs) is rhe ferry, 
and it's especially expensive because the 
aty won'r help fuod it. If we're within the 
city limirs and paying cit)' taxes, the dry 
should help fund CBI, , as it does (i.e., we 
do) Metro. Mayor Nick thought that on 
this t0pichc had a connict, being both city 
roayor and CBL manager, bul he actually 
doesn't if one considers that lowering the 
cost of public uansponation would benefit 
both Portland and Peaks. And who knows 
the City and the Bay Lines better than 
Nick, and maybe Kevin Djonoghuej, who's 
also on the Metro board? 
Nick said the village corporation idea 
mcrirs conside.r:uion, so they'll re-search 
it and pur it on their agenda when they 
can. Nick said they have a full agenda 
alre.ady, and elections are coming soon 
which will change the council, so inaybe 
in December. Unless this whacky write-
in PIC election works, the PIC is done, so 
(Nick asks) who will rcprcsenr Peaks on 
this ,@age corporation rnlk? I said a group 
of islanders could form, like the l IC did, 
1f the island contains a 'critical mass' of 
interest. 
We'll jus1 have 10 see what uanspircs, but 
I continue to believe that Peaks Islanders 
should be allowed ro dedde what happens 
on Peaks Island. 
November 2010 
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A yogie perspeetiYe on 
h<'alth and simple living 
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS 
Rebecca Johanna Stepham letuhes weekly 
.>.<OKa dasscs and j>riwtc )'CKa lessons on Ptah 
Island and in Port/01uf You may direct your 
comments, inquiries. or r,o/umn ukas to 766-
3017 or 1jsyogo@gwi.11tl. 
Life is precious and often shorter 
than we wish . There is so much that we 
can not control that it makes sense to 
take responsibility where we can make 
a difference. In the last two columns, I 
explored our capacity for cnielty and our 
ability to listen dearly. One rather simple 
way that we can dramatically affect both 
of t hese dynamics is by making wise 
choices in how we feed ourselves. 
You have probably heard the 
expression, "You arc what you eat!" I 
wonder if you have really considered what 
it means or let it guide your food choices. 
Every morsel we ingest either enhances 
or sabotages ou r well-being. The food 
you cat can leave you feeling energi-Led 
or exhausted, renewed or heavy, relaxed 
or anxious, strong or achy, clear or fuzzy, 
joyful or angry, hopeful or depressed. 
Eating well is like living on an island 
- it is inconvenient and time-consuming, 
but well worth the effort. There is a 
vast difference between simply having 
shelter to return to at the end of the day, 
and having a home that nurtures body, 
heart a nd spirit. There is an equally 
vast difference between temporarily 
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assuaging your hunger by ingesting 
calories, and truly nourishing yourself. 
Island dwellers schlep. We work hard 
and become creative and cooperative as 
we deal with the joys and challenges of 
living in Casco Bay. Eating well requires 
effort, too: scrubbing and chopping 
fresh vegetables, slow cooking whole 
grains and beans, baking bread, roasting 
vegetables, packing healthy meals. When 
you work for your food, not only do you 
monitor the quality of your ingredients, 
but you also reap the satisfaction and 
empowerment that comes of creating 
somethi ng wonderful. 
There is an immediate, evident cost 
to living on an island and eating healthy 
food. I f you have your own garden, 
the cost shows up in your labor and the 
energy it takes to process, can and free-Le 
your produce. If you are buying your 
produce locally, organic foods grown on 
small farms tend 10 be pricey. Although 
most retai l foods are initially cheaper, 
factory farming and long distance 
shipping of produce exact a cost on your 
body and the land far beyond coastal 
property taxes. 
Many folks who choose not to live on 
an island mention the ferry schedule as 
the deciding factor. Indeed, getting to 
the boat often means leaving an event 
early or forgoing it altogether in favor 
of staying home. There are sometimes 
sacrifices involved in eating mindfully, 
too. If you are paying attention 10 the 
quality and source of your food, you can't 
just dsive thru for a quick bite, or p<>p a 
frozen dinner into the microwave (No 
worries, Phil - Leslie's meals are fine!). 
When you change your eating habits, 
your friends and family will have to 
adapt, too. 
Island living and mindful eating both 
offer a direct experience of the rhythm of 
the seasons. T he year that l read Barbara 
Kingsolver's book, "Animal, Vegetable, 
Miracle", I experimented with eating 
only locally grown food in season. \.Vith 
the help of a winter share in community-
supported agricu lture J ate quite well, 
but l desperately missed fresh greens. 
Now, you can get local greens year round 
in Portland, which indeed feels like a 
miracle. 
One of the pleasant surprises of island 
living has been an expanded awareness 
of the sky and weather. Eating locally 
grown foods brings the weather right to 
your dining table. Last year's abundam 
rain was excellent for prolonging the 
rhubarb, and disastrous for potatoes 
and winter squash. This year's weather 
brought vibrancy and variety to the 
farmer's market even though some 
produce suffered in the early drought. 
Not being able to eat unblemished 
peaches year round may seem limiting, 
but it is real, and waiting only increases 
the pleasure. 
Sensual pleasure abounds in coastal 
living and healthy eating. Fill your 
nostrils with tangy salt ai r, feel the fog 
on your eyelashes, feast on rosehips and 
fresh seafood, fall asleep to the d rone 
of waves and fog horns, and fix your 
gaze on the sparkle of sun on water. At 
the farmer's market, bury your nose in a 
rosemary plant, run your fingers over the 
silky soft skin of a deep purple eggplant, 
Multi-grain Breakfast Cereal 
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wake up your taste buds with a burst of 
flavor from an heirloom tomato, a nd 
enjoy the crunch of a recently picked 
green bean. 
Michael Pollan, author of several books 
about whole food, has an elegantly simple 
recipe for nourishment, ~Eat food, not 
too much, mostly plants." Jeff\.Voodward 
ofTraditional Cooking Arts advises that 
we procure excellent quality ingredients 
and do as little to them as possible. His 
cookbook is, "The Healing Power of 
Food", and his recipes arc simple a nd 
delicious. 
Just like adjusting to island living, 
changing your eating habits requires 
time and willingness. At first, you may 
feel over-whelmed and wonder what 
happened to your social life. You may 
go hungry rather than compromise your 
commitment to eating whole foods. 
Initially, some foods may even taste 
bland while your taste buds adjust to the 
reduction in sweets, fats and salts. 
If you persist, however, a bite of plain 
brown rice or a juicy, raw salad turnip 
will send you into ecstatic bliss, and 
even the simplest meals will taste urterly 
delicious. Thanksgiving will still be 
special with its rituals and traditions, but 
meanwhile with just a bit more effort, 
you can feast every day and feel terrific. 
Here arc four of my favori te meals. 1 
do not measure much, so J will leave you 
with quite a bit of creative license. 
These ruipes are dedicated to Sarah: 
10/12/1943 - 10/27/ 2010. II was a 
pleomre cooking and coring for you my 
friend. 
You will need a coffee grinder - prefetably separate from lhe one you use to grind coffee. Mine holds about 1/3 cup of whole grain Set 4 ½ cups of water on the 
stove to boil. Grind 1/3 cup each of 3 diflerent grains (this will yield 1 ½ cups of coarse flour): rice. oats. millet, buckwheat. amaranth, etc. -your choice (corn does 
not grind well in a small grinder - I buy the meal). Whisk !lour into boiling water and cook about 20 minutes. stirring occasionally. Eat as is Of add one or more of the 
following: ground llax seed. cinnamon, shredded unsweetened coconut, fresh fruit, chopped nuts, yogurt or milk. Refrigerate the extra cereal and re-heat in a pan 
wilhabitofbulter. 
MisoSoup 
Miso comes in many varieties. I buy Miso Master Red or Mellow White. Chop one red onion or large shallot Saule in coconut oil. While that is cooking on low 
temperature, chop a few of your favorite vegetables: delicata squash, kohlrabi. carrots, parsnips. mushrooms, rainbow chard stems, etc. Add to the cooking onions. 
Boil aboul a quart of water. Put a large spoon of miso in a mug and pour boiling water over it. Stir until miso dissolves. Add mi so and the rest of the water to the pan of 
vegetables. Chop your favorite greens: chard, kale, spinach, etc. Add to soup and turn heat to low. Serve as soon as greens are lightly cooked. For a richer soup. add 
a spoonful of tahini or nut butter. For zip, add your favorite hot sauce. For fun, add a handful of rice noodles or drop in an egg and stir with a fork. 
Meal-In-a-Bowl Salad 
You will need a good strong ·tower" graler. I have one with a round rubber ball on top (much easier on your hand than a metal handle) and rubber feel. Scrub your 
vegetables and rinse salad greens. Get oul your favorile medium or large bowl. I use a wooden bowl. Put some leftover brown rice in lhe bollom of the bowl. Add 
your favorite salad greens. Add grated carrot. salad turnip, beet. and/or zucchini. Arrange slices of avocado and boiled egg around the edges. Sprinkle toasted 
sunflower and/or pumpkin seeds on top. Eat as is or add your favorite dressing. I use olive oil and balsamic vinegar. 
Pot-o-Food 
There are many, many permutations of this meal - varying grains, protein, vegetables and/or seasonings. This is the simplest one I make. Chop a large onion and 
several large doves of garlic. Saute in coconut oil. While onions and garlic are cooking, chop a large l>unch of lacinta kale (very dark green, relatively llal) and peel 
a chunk of tresh ginger. Add the kale stems to the onions. When onions are translucent, add about a pound of your favorite fish (I often use cusk. and recently tried 
hake). Sprinkle with tamari and grated fresh ginger. When fish is almost cooked. cut it into bite-sized pieces, add the kale, and cook on low heat until greens are 
lightly cooked. For variety, add miso and tahini dissolved in a cup of water. For zip, add cayenne pepper or your favorite hot sauce. Serve as is or over your favorite 
whole grain. 
Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 23 years experience in the healing arts. 
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ACROSS 
1 French WWI biplane 
5 Help 
9 Stuart Little's beloved 
14 Ripped 
15 Venomous monster 
16 Portents 
17 Followed b}'. 33 and 59 Across, 
world's only Christian football 
waltz 
20 American playwright Arthur 
21 Oft-quoted source (abbr.) 
23 Remnant 
26 Scana Corp. (NYSE abbr.) 
29 Swiss camera maker 
33 See 17 Across 
36 Christmas motif 
38 Tested 
39 ~e_ginning of net or wa,Y? 
40 Wnat one does at Reds 
42 Subway that ends at Far 
Rockaway 
43 Choosing 
45 Member of a brotherhood 
47 Roman emperor c. 300 A.D. 
49 La __ Jackson 
50 Blow-up, for short 
51 Revered 
53 " __ can't n;iake it, says we'll 
have to fake it 
55 Mandatory destination 
59 See 17 Across 
65 Grant 
66 Bayh or Rachel \11/ood 
67 A nurse might have one 
68 Used cars? 
69 70 Across, for example 
70 Sci-fi novelist Philip K. __ 
DOWN 
1 Hiv;e,11;. 
2 Iowas forte 
3 Buck follower? 
4 Movie superstar 
5 Churn 
6 Kindofpen 
7 Lodic member 
8 T anl<er that grounded in Hussey 
Sound 
9 Self confidence (slang) 
10 Familiar Hebrew word 
11 Latin word for thing 
12 African animal 
13 Forerunner of CIA 
18 Youngfox 
19 Come to rest 
22 Ubiquitous in supermarket 
24 Clarified butter 
25 Boulder moved by glacier 
26 Patron of epileptics 
27 Notorious araft dodger 
28 Washington or Montgomery 
30 ....-r.._lizards! 
31 Colt Peacemaker 
32 Ludicrously odd 
34 Unit of mass 
35 Com~er of"The Planets" 
37 ...--Boone (abbr.) 
41 Rampage 
44 Artist's primer 
46 Marine predator 
48 Graduate's accessory 
52 Mos 
53 Ad industry's "Oscar" 
54 They have bdrms 
56 Covered 
57 Year in Trajan's reign 












lsla11d-baked pizza, great food to travel, 
a11d 011ly step, away fro1t1 the ter1t1i11al. 
~ 
A J:J~/~; S 
94 Commercial Street, Portland 207 874.2639 
SOLlJTION TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE 
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59 American fish 
60 Sappho's forte 
61 Elec. unit 
62 Depression proj. 
63 Posed 
64 Mouse sound 
brio 
B 
10 11 I? 13 
by Palmer 
ihe wishboJ1e 
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Star Gazing 
Illustration by J•mi• H ogan 
Thursday, Novem~r 25th from 11 :00- 3:00pm 
Ca1207.766.$100 for reservaoons. $15 for aclulrs /$7.50 for~ds under 12 
33 Island Affllue, Peaks 151and 
Pbooe: 207.766.5100 
web: wwwinnonpeaks.COID 
November 2010 Sky 
BY M IKE RICHARDS 
November means "ninth month," 
but it's the eleventh because Roman 
King Pomplius added January and 
February to the front of the calendar 
in 713 BC, rather than continu ing to 
ignore the winter months for the sake 
of convenience. They a lso occasionally 
ignored days in the "moonths." because 
rhe moon's orbital period is not quite 30 
days {annoying!). 
Eighteen centuries years before 
Copernicus, in a strictly geocentric 
religious-pol itica 1 env i ronmenr, 
Archimedes' friend Aristarchus had 
suggested the Earth may revolve around 
the sun. 
It was not well received, either chen 
nor in the Renaissance, nor were the 
unauthorized reports rhar the orbits of 
heavenly bodies were not actually round 
(gasp!), and that the planets sped up and 
slowed down and were to some small 
extent unpredictable (heresy!). 
Now scientists seek out earth-like 
worlds among the many planers known 
to orbit o ur neighboring stars, and 
amateurs around the globe sit a mouse· 
click away from the day's photos taken 
by robots wandering over the surface of 
planets scacrered throughout our solar 
system, and telescopes orbiting Earrb 
capture light beyond our eye's capacity 
to behold, some of which is almost 14 
billion years old. 
STARS 
Daylight Saving Time ends on the 
seventh, which will give us more light 
in the morning and more dark at night, 
the better to see Vega, the bright blue-
white star in Lyra high in west. Vega is 
a relatively new star, with few heavy 
merals and spinning so fast it's twice as 
wide as it is rail. Vtga used to be Earth's 
North Star, but precession has spun 
our pole around so now ir points to dim 
Polaris. Vtga is in rhe conscellation Lyra, 
and the mosr studied star after the sun. 
At the orher end of t he lyre, between 
rwo scars, is the Ring Nebula, a ghoscly 
blue donut float ing in the sky, the 
remnant of a supernova eons ago. 
Next to Lyra is Cygnus cbe Swan, 
wich its distinctive cross-shape, and 
bright Dericb bringing up the rear. Altair 
in Aquila che Eagle is to the southwest, 
and these three bright srars form the 
·summer triangle". appropriately 
setting in the west. Overhead is the 
Great Square of Pegasus the Flying 
Horse, with his head pointing westward 
toward globular cluster M15, and the 
Andromeda galaxy, M ilky Way's sisrer. 
hiding dimly below. 
Rising in the norrheasr is ye llow 
Captlla in Auriga the Charioteer, 
and lower in the ease is red giant star 
Aldebaran in Taurus, so you k now 
Orion is right behind it on the horizon, 
trying to reach Pleiades, the ·seven 
sisters" star cluster, or so the story goes. 
PLANETS 
Jupiter is so brighr-whire and perfectly 
positioned for viewing now chat you 
really can't miss it, about ha lfway up 
rhe southern sky i 11 early evening. Even 
wirh just binoculars you can see the 
four Galilean moons shifting position 
rhroughouc the night. Golden Saturn is 
just coming into view before sunrise and 
will be in better position for viewing in 
a few months. Blue Uranus is still just 
a thumb's width away from Jupiter, and 
greenish Neptune is now a bit further 
to t he west of Uranus. Ruddy Mars is 
gerring lost in the ruddy sunsec. and 
speedy Mercu ry's ecliptic is too low 
ro let it get far above the horizon, even 
at greatest elongation. Ah, but Venus 
is a beautiful sight! Early in the month 
it starts as a thin crescent low over 
the bay in the dawn's first blush, but 
as the month progresses it will fairly 
leap up into the morning sky and grow 
unmistakably height. 
ALMANAC 
Nov. 1- Sunrise is at 7:16 a.m. and 
sunscr at 5:33 p.m. Those on the early 
boar have another week of darkness 
before we change our clocks. The Taurid 
mereor shower runs the few weeks, but 
best viewing is la.re at night. 
Nov. 3- The moon's at perigee, close 
co Earth and dose ro new so it reams 
up with the Sun w bring tides higher 
and lower than normal, with nearly 13' 
between them. 
Nov. 4- A thin crescent moon rises 
over the bay at dawn, with crescent 
Venus below and left of it. 
Nov. 5- This morning the crescent 
moon has fallen below Venus, so 
if I wake up and see stars, I'll have 
binoculars on t he back deck of the early 
boar co town. 
Nov. 6, New moon means no moon, 
so the contrast will be as perfoct as the 
streetlights allow, the better to find the 
Andromeda Galaxy overhead. a mere 
500 million light-years away, but closing 
fast. 
Nov. 7- Dayligh t Savi1lg Time ends 
and clocks ·ra11 back" to EST. This 
morning sunrise is ar 6 :24 a.m. and 
sunset is at4:25 p.m., better fitting our 
biological clocks. 
Nov.13- First-quarter moon is high ac 
sunset. 
Nov. 15- The moon"s at apogee, 
farthest from Earth this month and just 
past quarter, so irs grasp has weakened. 
moderating tides and slowing currents. 
That's Jupiter down bdow and co rhe 
left of rhe moon. Their relative posirions 
will have changed by tomorrow, as the 
moon orbits eastward about 12' each 
night (x 30 days= 360'). 
Nov. 18- The Leonid Meteor Shower 
peaks early this morning, but the near-
full moon will spoil our view of all but 
the biggest meteors. 
Nov. 21- Full ·Beaver" moon seems 
to rise out of che ocean at 3:56 p.m. and 
sets over the city at 6:43 p.m .. with the 
Pleiades scar cluster jusr above it. 
Nov. 28- Last-quarter moon is h igh at 
sunrise and will reach perigee again in a 
couple of days. 
Nov. 30- Sunrise is ac 6:52 a.m., and 
sunset is at4:06 p.m., giving us jusr nine 
hours of sunlight, and we're still a few 
weeks away from the winter solstice. 
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Peaks J-Club 
Kids t rick the 
calendaJ.· to treat a 
special friend 
BY NICK BOYLE, GRADE 5 
Christmas comes but o nce a 
rear, but to make a neighbor's 
wish come true, Halloween came 
twice. 
Betty Sterling had been i n her 
house on Peaks Island for more 
than 60 yeacs. She celebrated 
her 97rJ, ·bir thday in October. 
She knew she was going to be 
moving to a nursing home on the 
mainland. Her last wish while 
she was on the island was to hand 
out candy to the kids on Pcaks. 
She was going to be hanging on 
until Halloween. But the person 
who was in charge of her said 
that she could only bring her to 
the nursing home on Fridays. 
She thought it wouldn't be safe 
for Bett)' to stay for Halloween, a 
Sunday, and the following week. 
Betty said t hat she understood 
why she had to go, but she really 
wanted co stay for Halloween. 
My dad, Pastor Beau Boyle of the 
Baptist Church , hcard about it and 
he told our Sw1day school class. 
As this goes to p ress, about 
seven children, among them a 
medieval knight, an army man, 
a mysterious cap ed and hooded 
figure, and scary Bergh kids all in 
black, were making plans to trick 
or treat on Thursday, Oct. 28, for 
Betty Sterling's last Halloween on 
Peaks. 
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"Step by step, I inched my way up. 
Finding a hold here, almost falling 
Lhere, and finall)•, myarms trembling 
with exhaustion, I reached the top. I 
had done it!" - Luna Soley 
. . r- "' 
-" . T .. I " ! highly enjoyed the F lyi ng Squirre l because when you ascend I you feel like you're walking on air. 
Coming down, it's like you're a bird 





all pboto, by Julia Dilgtr 
With support from the Peaks Island hmd, fourth and fifth graders from Peaks 
and Cliff Island schools arcende<l The Leadership School at Kicve this fall. As he 
hauled his gear home and headed for bed, one tired but exhilarated kid described 
his experience in a word: "Epic!" Later, he and his classmates recalled their 
time at I<ieve, on the shores of Damariscorca Lake, a, greater length. Here are 
excerpts: 
"Everyone was excited as we were leaving, but I 
was a little scared. T went anyway and Tam glad T 
did!" - Phineas Underwood 
"As we arrived, T knew this trip would be amazing. 
And, T "-'l\S right." - T. J. Flynn 
"T learned a plethora of new leadership skiUs, such 
as, don't tear people down, lift them up." - Danny 
Hanley 
"Through teamwork you can accomplish many 
things." - Anna Mitchell 
"Because we supported each other, everyone 
reached their goals." - Elisa Membreno 
" I learned thac people can climb as 
high as they arc able, and you should 
ne,·er be a mockingbird." - D ianne 
Dervis 
"Finally it was luochti.me. Little 
did 1 know that this luoch would 
change pizza eating for me forever!" 
- Eddie Sylvester. 
"l felt shy because I had m)' hair up 
in crazy ways. I soon realized that it 
doesn't matter what you look like, it 
only ma rrers what's inside you." -
Audrey B)•tnc 
"It was an extraordinarily cl1eerful 
p lace, yet it was school! T sti II am 
questioning how that was possible." 
- Eric Conrad 
"Every moment will be engraved 
in my memory forever. I learned that 
leaders must first trust their group in 
order to lead well." - Maisy Davis 
= § -= 
Now in its second year, ]-Club is the journalism club of scudencs inJ{rades one t hrough five at t he red brick schoolhouse, Peaks Island Elementary School, 
established in 1832. Members: Madison Alves, Nick Boyle, Audre~ Hyrne,Jameson Cl11 lds, Calder Davis, Maisy Davis, Dianne Dervis, Gabi D umas, Dudley 
Holdridge, !lo Holdridge, Eleanor lohnson, Isabella Levine, Elisa Membreno, Anna Mitchell, Eddie Sylvester, Ishmael Sylvester, Ease Underwood, Phineas 
Underwood, Kacthe Marie W ilson, Maisie Winter. Advisers: Diane Eacret, Editor; Lisa Penalver, Art Director. Conract: ~aksjclub@gmaiLcom. 
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Primary students put Peaks on the map 
Brochures with maps of Peaks Island points of interest feature 14 different covers, each created by a kid :n Ms. Cort's first and second grade class. A 
local ad agency, CDM Communications, printed die pieces pro bono, and Casco Bay Lines graciously made them available on d1eir brochure rack. A 
group o f visitors co d1e island was recendy spotted using the maps. Said one, "We love them." 
Pe0 l(s 
tS:lo.hd 
WWW.ha "naf ord.com 
create a 
masterpiece 
il'l yovr kitchel'l 
The 2010 Island Phone 




Cover design by J omie Hogon 
NOWAVAII.A'BLE at Casco BaY Liries, And}"s Old P<lrt Pub, Hannigan's 
Istand Mar1<et 4- The Boat House! 
Updated liStings + lstand friendlY adVertisers, large print, handy spiral 
binding, lotS of 'n0tes' pages for your own Qftert-used numbers. 
Proven Indispensable since 2001. 
Mat<es a great gift! 
(ietyours now! 
Phonebook Publishing 
51 Woods Road 
Peoks Island, Me 04108 
www.phonebookpublishinq.com 
-
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IfYou Build It, They Will Come ... 
by Catherine Anderson 
{Ed Note: Tht following is an exurpt 
from Catheri11t's Juli write-up on her blog 
11U1mtua11dtheboys.com] 
Last Friday and Saturday October 
22-23, the two-day Adoption Issues 
Workshop Maine that I was invited to 
organize finally happened. Five months 
in t he making anil bundreds of hours 
of calls, ema,ls, flyer pos tings, ads, 
conversations and picas to attend> and it 
h3l'pened. 
The speaker, Astrid Dabbeni, Executive 
Director and Co-Founder of Portland, 
Oregon's Adoption Mosaic (an adoption 
advocacy and education organization, not 
an agency) flew across the country to meet 
me m Portland Public Library s newly-
renovated Rines auditorium a couple of 
hours before we opened our doors to the 
eager parents assembled to tackle the first 
workshop: Adoption Issues in Schools. 
If you liuild it, they will come ... 
And they did. And they listened, and 
relaxed, and wondered, and reached 
out, and enioyecl the donated coffee and 
ice cream from Coffee By Design and 
Ben and Jerry's on the break. T!iey got 
teary. withd rawn1 emphatic and wi(Jc .. 
eyed as they listened to Astrid--herself a 
Colombian-born adopree who was placed 
pl,otos provided by C. Anderson 
wi th her o lder sister in an adoptive 
funily around the age of four--tell of her 
experiences througli the years. 
Sharing our roadblocks to tackling 
issues in schools got us started. How 
do I lead a group of fi rst graders in a 
talk about adoption? What should my 
dtughter say wnen her classmates tell her 
that I am nor her real mom? How can I 
pre-reach the teacher adoption-friendly 
language? . 
Armed with new versions of family 
trees for that dreaded assignment, we 
left knowing many of us would return 
the next morning for workshop f/2: 
Transracial Parenting for the Adoptive 
Parent. 1Transracial' here me.ans the child 
is nor the same race as the parent. 
Over five years ago, when many Peaks 
families gathered on Mandy and Craig 
Davis' lawn to listen to music, eat pizza! 
and raise money for legal foes and trave 
expenses related to mr then-eight month 
old African American son's adoption, 
I was too dazed by love and support to 
imagine what was going to be involved in 
conscientiously raising a child of color, as 
a white mother, in a white state. 
l was in great company for Saturday's 
all-day workshop as we struggled, and 
laughed , and d isagreed, and embraced, 
right: A flyer for ,he Adoption 
Wo rkshop Maine 201 0 
confu cnct'. held t he weekend 
of Oct, 22-23 at the Rines 
Auditorium in Portland. 
T he conference featured two 
workbops, "Adottion Issues 
in Schools" an.d Transracial 
Parent ing", for t he 70 + 
partie:ipanu consisting mostly of 
parents, or pareots-in·waiting., 
of multi .. racial ad opted children. 
talkin~ about race, our own racial 
identities, and w hat it means to take on 
the unpacking of white privilege as a non-
white family, for starters. 
The speaker reassu red us that we'd 
started something important here as far as 
nerworking, and conversations. Members 
of ou r newly-formed group, MAFC 
(Mafoe Adoptive Famify Collaborative 
of Southern Maine) passed out calendars 
of events we are hosting, providing many 
with the structure they might be rooking 
for to meet more families like theirs. 
The conversations that ensued over the 
two days are still working themselves out 
in our hearts and minds for many wcrks) 
and hopefully years, to come. 
To learn more about MAFCOSM 
please go to their website: http://ma/CfJm1. 
org. 
bdow: "'Now 1elttt the bead tl,a1 represents the 
cowrof '"' child JO" p,,rcnt." 
O ne of the t.xerdses a t the workshop. 
. ..., 
nead more about rhe advenrnrts of the 
mixeJ- rnufamil)' parenting of a former 
Peaks lslmultr and now mai,Jrand mother at 
http://mamamndthtboys.com 
Alternative Healing .. Spotlight On SHAMANISM 
WHATDOESTHEWORD MEAN,WHATDOESASHAMANDO,HOWDOTHEYDOIT? 
rvc been on a quest for 'alternative· 
healing help (no iltugs or surgery) in 
t he mysterious worlcf of autoimmune 
conditions, and it has been tecommended to 
me that I see a shaman. What IS a shaman? 
How do you pronounce it? What do they 
do? How could they help with autoimmune 
problems? How do you find ooe? How do 
you know if they're authentic healers? 
In the several sources I have referenced, 
it is pronounced either SHAHman or 
SHAYman. 
According to Wikipedia, the onli ne 
people's en(.·ydopedia, "the tenn shaman is a 
loan from the Turkic word Saman, the term 
for such a practitioner, which also gained 
currency in the wider Turko-Mon&;ol and 
T ungusic cultures in ancient Siberia. 
(Wikipedia is great in that either all 
references for any information provided arc 
listed, so you can check sources for yourself, 
or they tell you if something docs not have 
any or enough citations. All info below 
which cites \.Vikipedia as my source can 
be found at http:/en.wil,ipedia,qrg/wW/ 
S!,amanism) 
Wikipcdia illuminates that rhe term 
shaman is notofNative American ori~n, as 
l had thoul(bt in my vague understandings 
ofthewora: 
"Though many Native American cultures 
have tr.tdjtiooal healers, ritualists, singers, 
mys tics , lo re-keepers and 'J\1.cdic inc 
People', none ofrhem ever used, or use, the 
term 'shaman' to describe these religious 
leaders. Rather, like other indigenous 
cultures the world over, their spiritual 
functionaries arc described by words in 
their own languages, and in many cases are 
not tau~ht to outsiders.'' 
Wik,pedia in fact includes a section 
on criticism for the term 'shaman' or 
'sluunanism'. 'I1,e criticisrn cer1cers :lround 
some anthropologists' ideas that New Age 
and modern vVestern forms of Shamanism 
"may not only misrepresent or •dilute' 
genuine indigenous practices but do so in 
a way that ... reinforces r.adsr ideas such as 
the Noble Savage." 
Oscar Mokeme (pron. morKAYmay), 
Peaks Island resident and director of the 
Museum of African Culture in Portland, 
further confirmed that the term lshaman' 
is not part of every indigenous culture's 
"ocabu1ary. I went to interview Oscar at the 
museum because l had heard he in fact is a 
shaman. 
'1 call myself a healer-practitioner,• Oscar 
told me. He said he helps people who are in 
transition. 
"l guide them as t hey go through 
struggles that transform them. 'I' don't heal 
them, I think it is God or the Crea10r that 
docs the healing." 
Oscar is of the lgbo tribe of Nigeria. He 
said they too use die term 1Medicinc Man' 
rather than shaman. For more details on his 
lineage go to the museum's website www. 
museuml,lfri,anculture.orglabout/infa/. 
Polly 'Pruneau is also a local shamanic 
practitioner. Check out her website 
alltmnginglight.«Jm for her credentials) 
but creds o r no, just from knowing her my 
opinion is char Polly has connection to 
some sort of beyond. I asked her to give a 
few 'nutshell' sentences to help explain 
shaman ism. 
"It's a practice by people who are able to 
expand their ~rccption to gain insight and 
gu idance for healing on behalf of other 
people or the land. 
"There ore true shamans who are very 
powerful and have done extensi"e ,vork and 
h,ve very strong connections with all the 
realms of reality. Then there are those who 
arc shamanic practioncrs .. who have some 
training and are able to perform shamanic 
ceremonies [such as house clearings] but 
who do not dedicate their entire lives 10 it.• 
Oscar agrees there are categories of 
practitioners. He said that some read about 
11, study it in books, rake a course at SMCC, 
learn it from someone else. "Or someone is 
born to do this service. I fit's a gift, it's your 
'" . we. 
How does it work? "It works by invoking 
the spirit of the Creator," Oscar explains. 
"'There arc differen t di-mensions of it; 
people arc given different gifts. Some 
work w ith water, some with sound, herbs, 
divination. 1'-1y family, we arc the water 
l'iople. We work with water. Thar's why ive on Peaks Island. We also work with 
herbs, roots, flowers, oils, e~s) bones. 
"I focus on the 'harvest, not on the 
particular struggle of the patient. I focus on 
the oneness, complereness, the healrh of the 
client." 
Oscar said i n the past he was afraid to 
work with diseases such as AIDS and 
cancer. "It was my human selfish fear. The 
sickness has to go through my body. If you 
are not experienced, those things you are 
receiving in your body, they may get sruck. 
You may nor be able to release them. 
1'As I have developed, become more 
mature, more confiOent, 1 feel I can do 
those things now. !fit is your calling, if you 
are born to it, your fate l,as to be stronger 
than theskkness.· 
Polly said she has been receiving 
informarfon as a shamanic practioner most 
of her life. "I learned to put a form and 
name to it through teachings from other 
Shamanic practioncrs." 
On her website she explains further, "A 
person who practices with shamanic skills 
is capable of'journeying' to non-ordinary 
realities or hidden realms to gather 
information &om a variety of resources. 
"The person ... goes into an altered state 
of consciousness that brings him or her 
outside of time ro another realm where he/ 
she meets with ~u idcs. These guides give 
healers informa11on to help heal a person's 
body, mind and soul." 
Polly directed me ro two other websites. 
One is by Evelyn Rysdyk a nd All ie 
Knowlton (spiritpassages.cqm), two women 
whose names come up often in Portland's 
shamanism-related goini;s·on. They write: 
.. Shamanism isn't a religion. It is a healing 
and problem-solving method ... Grounded 
in nature, shamaoism is compatible with 
beliefs that sec human 
beings and the Earth as 
preference for females. 
"Recent archaeological evidence suggests 
that the earlie.st known shamans - dating to 
the Upper Paleolithic era in what is now the 
Czech Rcrblic - were women." 
When asked Osca, Mokeme if in 
his culture they had female healers he 
answered, "Of course! There is a Council 
of Healers, and within that there are men 
and women who arc healer--practitioncrs.· 
He said the)' have different terms for them 
besides 'Medicine Man', 
continued on next page 
Ctftified F/dlexolog~ .. restcmg 









dependent upon each 
other for health and well 
being. Ir also honors 
the personal power, 
intuition and sacredness 
of each individual." 
UNCOVERED and EXPOSED! 
J\teanwhile , back 
at the Wikipedia on-
line ranch, r read that 
ma le shamans arc 
predominant in many 
cultures but that in 
others there has been a 
A Guide to Tl m WORLD'S ONLY 
Um6re1Ta t O'Oer 2'1useum 
By Nil.Doy 3. Boffi:nan 
GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT CHOICE! ORDER Now! 
Bpeo1aJ.Islander's pr1ce only $16.76 
Contact Jfanay 3. at 766-4496 
Or em&U 3Na.nc 30gmailcom 
alternative lmJi11g ... creative purmits ... common gro1111d ... choices ... distilli11g i,if onnation ... suslllinable mergy ... m1ewabk resourm 
diversitv ... altemative lifest1•/es ... i11de,,,11dent 111edia ... livi11P i11 harmonv 
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These i,zfo bits are from ·cru11 Tidings 
1166, Oa 2010", the e-11ewsletter 
from the FW H orch Sustainable 
Goods & Supplie, ttore i11 Brumwick . 




Leaves make good compost and if 
you shred them they'll break down 
much quicker. No need to buy special 
equipment : try putting leaves in a big 
g_a_rbage can and weed-wack them. 
\>Vear saftcygoggles of course. 
Go Green Expo 
Saturday Nov 6, 10 am to 4 pm 
at Mount Ararat High School in 
Topsham. Info on how to make your 
hQme greener, hybrid cars, recycled 
building materials, products and 
services. Food, children's activities, 
prizes. FR EE. 
FMI www.mi.d,oaslmai11e.a1m.lewnts~ 
then enter search date Nov 6. 
LocalPermaculture Group 
www.meetup . com/ 
portlandpermaculture 
The other website Polly recommended is 
1andraingerma11.,om. Sandra lngcrman is 
apparently based in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
has wriuen books, produced CDs, and.leads 
workshops all over the world on shamanism 
and related topics. 
On her website she writes a lot about 
the 'soul rctrievar a shaman might help 
someone with, the idea bcing that for every 
trauma we suffer, a piece of our soul leaves 
us in oroer that we can sunrive the trauma, 
and this loss of soul could be part of why we 
are suffering illness later in our lives. 
"The types of trauma that could cause 
soul loss in our culture would be any kind 
of ,abuse: sexual, physical, or emotional. 
Other causes coufd be an accident, being 
jn a war ... acting against our morals, being 
in a natural disaster ... surgery, addictions, 
divorce, or death of a loved one. Any event 
thatcausesshockcouldcausc soul loss." 
Ingerman continues, "In psychology we 
ta lk about this as dissociation. Bur ... we 
don't talk abouc wha, disassociates and 
where that part goes." 
She lists <ymptoms of soul loss as 
tanging from chronic depression, suicidal 
tendencies, and grief that won't heal to 
PTSD and immune deficiency problems. 
"I would seek• shamanic healer if I 
Wind energy on the islands 
by Sam Saltonstall 
Monday evening, Oct. 25, a small 
group of Peaks Islanders_gathered in the 
MacVane Community CCnte-r to hear a 
presentation on wind _power and island 
energy issues in the Gulf of Maine by 
Suzanne P ude of the Island Institute. 
Pude spoke of the high energy costs 
which motivate islands to investigate 
wind g e nera tion an d the pro cess 
commu11ity wind efforts go through in 
order to decide whether a wind project is 
feasible, using the up-and-running F'ox 
Islands wind project as an example. 
She also spoke about the status of wind 
development efforts on M onhegan, 
Swans I sland and Frenchboro. 
I n spitt of negative press around a 
small group of neighbors unhappy with 
the noise tl1ey perceive from the three 
tu rbines on Vina lhaven, t he proj ect 
remains extremely popular with islanclcrs 
the re. Electric ity 
rates have dropped 
subs t antial l y 
an d the turbines 
h a ve generated 
th e amo u nt 
of electricity 
ant icipated. 
community on Cape Cod, this turbine 
type has f;Cneratcd few if any complaints 
abo\lt noise. 
An overview of the offshore wind 
test sites along the !V\aine coast and 
some of the o ther energy initiatives the 
Island Institute has undertaken made 
up the balance of Pude's talk, which 
was sponsored by PEAT, the Peaks 
Environmental Action Team. 
PEAT is two months in to wind 
testing 0 11 Peaks I sland, mak ing use 
of a meteorological tower on free loan 
for a year from Efficiency Maine. 
The program is administered by the 
University of Maine and wind resting 
results will be made available quarterly. 
Since testing began in late A ugust, no 
data has yet.been received. Wlien it is, 
the data will be posted on the group's 
website,gretne~aks.org. 
Pude discussed 
the value of sizing 
community w iod to 
match community 
electricity needs 
and suggested that 
sma ller turbines 
might be more 
ap p ropriate for 
smaller isla nds 
inter ested in 
wi n d power. 
She desc ribed a 
t urbine b u ilt in 
Vermont called the 
NorthWind 100 
wh ich has a direct 
drive with no gears. 
Placed on ly 250' 
from bedrooms at 
the Mountain View 
Grand Resort and 
Sfa in the \ ¥hite 
l\ ountains and 
at a garden center 
in a suburban 
Graphic Design & Illustration 
+ Fun Functional Fine Art 
couldn't figure something out in my life ,'" 
Polly Pruneau told me. "I think shamanic 
work optimizes human beings' potenth1l. 
It is tapping into resources that we do not 
alway~ acknowledge." 
Oscar Mokcmc thinks needing help with 
"any siruarion that has to do with energy, 
with your mind• would be a good reason 
to seek a shaman. "Someone cannot have a 
child. Someone is good, then theyare acting 
badly. A relationship is fOing well, then 
falls apart, body pains, dtfferent diseases. 
Every sickness does have a solution. 
"Madness, mental illness, addictions, 
repc-ating P!ltterns of behavior, mysterious 
i lfnesses, these people need .someone to 
journey with them to find om what is the 
source of the illness. Unsoh•cd childhood 
issues can cause il1ncss. T hese things you 
cannot set on x-rays." 
The Encyclopedia Britannica states 
that shamans communicate directly with 
the spirits and are obligated to "know all 
matters that human beings need ro know io 
everyday life but are unable to learn through 
their own capacities." 
As far as autl,enticity, Oscar recomm ends, 
"The community ought tO ask, 'How did 
the person learn their eractice?'" 
I asked him if he thought there might 
be people - especially in our culture, in 
America - who were born to it but a.re nol 
connected to an unbroken lineage, or who 
have had to seek guidance on their own for 
developing their 'gift'. 
"These peopTe a re manifesting the 
grace of the work, che g ift of the spirit," 
be answered. ·Maybe dicy don't know it, 
even. But somebody who tries to force the 
situation may have suu__ggles with it." 
I also asked Oscar ifj:,eoplc with the gift 
of healing arc any better than the average 
Joe, kinder, more compassionate. 
"They arc not better, no. T hey are just 
regular human beings. Sometimes they arc 
held to a different standard. But they have 
emotions and feelings just like everybody , __ " 
'""· In traditional cultures, Oscar told me, 
the community takes care of the healer-
practitioner and the he-a ler-pnctitioner 
takes care of the community. Herc, he 
says, "I le, people do whatever ,s reasonable 
to them," ·He expects to be reimbursed 
for costs of materials, but, '"It is not a way 
to make money, to get rich. It is a service., 
devoted to the glory of God and the benefit 
of mankind," 
Poetry Sequence by Ann Hinderer (Peaks Island) 
Past friends warm my hearc 
Ali,·e always in vibrancy 
.Colors dancing dawn 
Paper Whites bending sigh 
Gorgeous blooms pressed away 
Tomorrows gift 
Lifeboat island beckons 
I dimb in gratefully friend 
Comfort always waits 
Yellow blossoms glow 
Once frozen fronds clipped 
Forsythia graces 
90. 9 WWW .Wr11)g.org 104.1 
YOUR ( OMMUNITY RADIO STATION 
FEATURI NG: 
a wide variety of el(cellent locally-produced 
public affairs programs weekdays 1-1 :30 pm and 
Monday thru Thursday evenings 7:30-8:30 pm 
Democracy Now! noon- I pm on weekdays 
Free Speech Radio News 7-7:30pn1 on weekdays 
90.9/104.1 FM 
ALSO STREAMING LIVE 24X7 
WMPG.ORG 
Articles on pages 12 and 13 written or assembled by R Wingfield unless otherwise noted. Contact me witharticlt ideas, news or in(ormatio11.011 the topics at left, especially as 
relates to the islands. Contact me also to advertise in this section. I can helv vou crtllte vour ad. rondada/e(a)is/andttmes.or\7 
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From the FIFTH MAINE 
Does afl)one remember Project Oceanside? 
BY KIM MACISAAC 
F IFTH MAINE MUSEUM CURATOR 
Prior ro che Peaks Island Land 
Prcserve's acquisition of the site, a 
number of proposals had been puc 
forth to redevelop Batter)' Steele. 
One of those was the creation of a 
conference center and vacation retreat 
for United Nations personnel and their 
families as a part of Project Oceanside. 
In 1962 the Casco Bay Island 
Development Association participated 
in a program ca lled "Down East 
Diplomacy" which sponsored week-
end long visits to Casco Bay island 
homes for foreign correspondents 
accached to the Cnited Nations . 
The goal of the program was to 
provide a venue for an exchange of 
international friendship in a relaxed 
social setting. After several successful 
summers, the CBJD/\ decided that a 
permanent facilit)' to accommodate 
the correspondents, their families and 
O{her UN people was in order. 
But where to build such a facility? 
Surely it would require ao extensive 
Update on .. 
BY CHRISTINA FOSTER, 
BOARD MEMBER 
The Peaks Island Children's 
Workshop (PICW) is ao integra l 
institution for year-round island living. 
We pro,-ide educational opportunities 
for preschoolers, school age children 
and summer camp programming in 
addition to housing rhe Food Pantry 
and serving as a CERT emergency 
shelter. We are working towards 
offering programs for adulrs and ha~·e 
instituted a pilot program tO offer 
babysicting ooe night a month to 
coincide with the Peaks Island Lecrure 
Series. 
Tbe Workshop has been functioning 
on the island for over 30 years allowiog 
parents to work while ghring islaod 
children a safe, fun space to build 
a foundation for their education. 
The future o f the Workshop is still 
unfolding, but we are looking for 
ways to expand our services to a wider 
population. 
Up until very recently a large pomon 
of the operating budget came from 
numerous sources, including the City 
Architect's rendering of proposed International Conference Center atop Battery 
S tede. 
amount of laod. The answer la)' in the 
abandoned World War II Peaks Island 
military reservation. 
In 1957 che fedetal government 
had auctioned the property co rhe 
highest bidder - a businessman from 
Massachusetts. He had dooe oothing 
with it. The CR! DA was able to 
purchase 167 ac res from him. The 
site was theo divided into three parts: 
25 acres for private development, 
100 acres for public parkland aod 22 
acres for the proposed international 
of Portland, the State Department 
of Heal th & Humao Services and 
the United Way, as well as various 
other private entities. This financial 
support allowed the Workshop to run 
an exemplary program while keeping 
costs affordable for pa rents. Fewer 
famil ies with youog children living 
year-round oo the island, coupled by 
the drastic reduction of our funding 
from these om side sou recs, require 
us to make budget reductions and 
seek a different business model that 
will increase revenue in order to stay 
solvent. 
Towards this effort, in rhe past year 
we have hired an experienced leader 
and imerim director in Lori Freid 
Moses. With Lori's guidance aod the 
dedication of our board chair, G ail 
Keller, the Workshop bas succeeded in 
a oumbcr of new and exciting pursuitS 
towards our goal of sustainability. 
These include a successful summer 
camp program expansion, as well 
as collaboration wich other island 
camps under the umbrella of Island 
Adventure Camps supported by the 
PL-aks Island Fund. 
from Fifth Moi11< collu tion 
conference center. Seashore Aveoue 
was returned to the citv of Portland as 
a public road. ' 
Plans were drawn up showing the 
conference center divided into two 
parts: meeting facilities atop the 
northern end and lodging atop the 
southern end. The meeting area was co 
include a lecture hall, circular forum, 
13 conference rooms, a library, dining 
room and louoge. The lodging would 
have 31 double rooms and 43 two 
room suites to accommodate a total of 
The Workshop partnered with tbe 
Brackett Memorial Unired Methodist 
Church in order to expaod its camp 
capaciry. O ur summer camp doubled 
both participants and reveoue this 
past summe r. Both is land ch ildren 
and children from off-islaod enjoyed a 
wide variety of camp themes including 
Survivor Week, Working W2terfront 
Weck and Culinary Camp. The camps 
were both educational and active, and 
man)' weeks were filJed to capacity. 
The Workshop has also expanded 
the after-school program for school 
age children, obtained three planning 
grants, and is in the process of 
training staff on new early education 
techniques. Its after-school program 
is flexible and includes a theme-based 
Wednesday program to accommc;,date 
early release dar at che elementary 
school. The after-school enrollment 
has more than doubled from last year, 
and more parents are taking advantage 
of the drop-in policy and discounts. 
The planning grants will help us 
explore rbe possibiliry of expanding 
our facilu ies wit h a three-season 
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243 people, connected to the meeting 
area by a covered walkway. There was 
even calk of an outdoor theatre on the 
s1ce. 
Like all proposals oo Peaks Island, 
Project O ceanside was not without 
controverS)'· The 1960s were a time 
of cxcitemem about space exploration 
and la11diog a mao on the moon. Some 
islanders thoughc the design for the 
conference center "too futuristic", 
like something from outer space. 
One person likened it to the Starship 
Enterprise from the Star Trek 
television program. 
Ulrimacely, the conference cenrer 
was not built, primarily because of lack 
of support from islanders, but other 
pares of the project did move forward. 
Manr oew homes have been built on 
the 25 acres and the 100 acres reserved 
for parkland remain for rhe public to 
enjor. 
Peaks Island is fortunate thac the 
CBJDA and PILP had che foresight 
and commitment to prevent 
overdevclopmcnt of che former 
reservation land and preserve it and 
Battery Steele for generations to come. 
conjunction witb the library, and hire 
an Ameticorps apprentice through the 
Island Institute in order to establish 
a collaborative teen and pre-teen 
program for the entire island. While 
these opportunities arc ver)' exciting 
and will certainly help us move 
forward, it is important to realize chat 
gram mon ies must be used for very 
specific purpc;,scs, and cannot be used 
ro fill our operating budget deficits. 
The Workshop board aod staff will 
be reaching 0111 to the community 
in this transition year while we look 
for ioput and suggestions on ways to 
move towards being the Peaks Island 
Community Workshop. We will be 
ca ll ing some of you for individual 
interviews, others will be iovited 
ro foc11s group meetings, and the 
communitr as a whole will have an 
open in,..itation to at least one public 
forwn. We ace not completely certain 
whac a Communiq• Workshop will 
look like, but we do know we need 
the continued and valuable support 
of Peaks I slanders io order to ach ievc 
our primary goal of keeping the doors 
open. 
November 2010 
I am an innocent man 
Ch•des WakefiddJrandtheLooper murders 
PART2 
BYKEV1NATTRA 
On Friday afternoon, Jan. 31, 1975 
in Greenville, South Carolina, Rufus 
Looper and his son, Frank, a narcotics 
off1cer with the county sheriff's office, 
were murdered in the auto repair shop 
Mr. Looper operated next door to their 
home. 
Based on eyewitness testimony, the 
police decided two black men were 
involved! and began a canvassing effort 
that cul ed nearly 70 young ATrican-
Americans living in the surrou ndi ng 
area, including men with outstanding 
warrants of any ldnd. 
One of tliese men was Charles 
\Vakefield, Jr., 21, an out-of-work, 
itinerant textile mill worker. 
On the day of the shooting, Charles had 
been 10 the unemployment office looking 
for work, but his main plan was to _i!,in 
the military as soon as he cou ld. "The 
military would've given me a thousand 
and one opportuniues. No saying what I 
could have become." 
Meanwhile, the police were executing 
a warrant for his arrest. The previous 
month he'd been charged witn assault 
for a street fight ana there was an 
outstanding wa.rrant on him. 
At 11:00 that night five officers came 
to the house where he was sleeping and 
arrested him. "They handled me l<ind 
of rough. I had my pants oo but no shirt. 
They wouldn't let me put my shirt on." 
As they went to handcuff him, he 
grabbed a sweater belonging to his 
mother-in-law that was draped on a chair 
and pulled it on. 
I le was held for six dar,; on the assault 
charge
1 
and interrogated remorselessly. 
"The)'. d come get me all the time at 
night. They let me sleee a couple ofhours, 
then come at me again. 
No murder weapon, fingerprints 
or forensic evidence were ever found. 
Charles was released, and as far as he 
knew, that was the end ofit. 
Eight months later a woman named 
Mac-McIntyre came forward, claiming 
she had been at the scene collecting 
money for the Salvation Army when the 
murders took place and identified Charles 
as the killer. 
For her testimony, she was given 
$5,000. Her daughter, whose husband 
had been convicted of burglary, allegedly 
orchestrated the deal in hopes of getting 
her husband's sentence reduced. 
Ms. McIntyre's testimony was soon 
corroborated by an 18-year-old drug 
user, Wyatt Earp Harper, who had just 
been given a 10-year sentence for armed 
robbery. 
V\lithout warn ing, police arrested 
Charles again in ~ovember 1975 and 
charged him with the murders. Within 
two months he was tried, convicted and 
sentenced to death. Charles was stunned. 
"It was a nightmare. It was a living 
nightmare." 
--What I found so troubling about the 
case was the speed at which -Wakefield 
was rushed through the justice system," 
said Greenville broadcast journalist Brad 
Willis. "Wakefield was arrested based 
only on a jailhouse soitch's word and just 
a couete of months later sentenced to 
death. 
Willis, who was a child when the 
murders occurred, worked for the local 
NBC affiliate until 2005. He began 
studying the details of the crime in 2001. 
W-yatt Earp Harper, claiming that he 
was an accomplice in the murders and 
had stood as a look-out for Charles1 was prosecutor William "Billy" Wilkins star 
witness in the trial. 
"They played that thing like a circus," 
Charles said in a documentary film called 
One Strang_e Case. "They called his name, 
like the ola West days, you know: Wyatt 
Eary Harper. And when he came in, he 
had on a gold two-piece suit." 
Harper was paroled in 1980 after 
serving five ofliis l0·year sentence. In 
2005, ne recanted his testimony at a 
parole hearing, saying that his entire story 
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"It would've been a 
sad story if I didn't do 
something with my life in 
35 years. A person can't 
function in bitterness. Can't 
have a Positive attitude and 
function when consumed 
with negative bitterness." 
He said that instead of 
beating him down, prison 
became a highway. He 
became a moclel inmate, 
and for 12 years was in a 
minimum security facility 
in Winsboro where he coula 
wear street clothes, handle 
money. 
He was given a furlough to 
work in tlielocallibraryand, 
in an informal arrangement, 
a gentleman would pick him 
up and take him tlicre each 
day. One of the guards later 
testified for him at bis parole 
hearing. 
He never _gave up trying 
to clear h11nself of the 
murders. In 1996 he was 
granted parole, only to have 
1t rescinded a week later 
after a public outcry led by 
an investigating officer. 
In 1997, wliile working 
at the library com_puter, he 
found Claudia ~'hitman's 
na me through C,// Door 
Maga r.int, an online 
collection of news, stories 
and poetry written by 
prison inmates publishea 
~' Claudia's husband, Laird 
Carlson. 
Charles Wakefield, photographed by Claudia 
\Vhitman as he left the Kirkland Correctional 
Institute in Columbia, South Carolina, on being 
paroled, May 18, 2010. She said, "When he was 
released in May, 1 got a great shot of him as rhe 
bars opened from the prison, and be gave a heat·t 
wrenching s tatement, saving this was a bittersweet 
day because, although be was free, he remained 
convict•d and he would spend the rest of his Jjfe 
fighting to prove his innocence," Claudia, a Peaks lsland 
artist, is also an activist 
against the death penalty. She founded 
tlie nonprofit National Death Row 
Assistance Network in 2000, but became 
interested in wrongful convictions 
and death penalty cases in 1995 after 
someone brought up the case ofMumia 
Abu-Jamal at a weekly discussion group 
oo the island. 
had been fabricated. 
"I was trying to get back to court and 
get out of a long rap I was already in on, 
and just about willing to do anything to 
get out ofit." 
He said he did not know Charles at all. 
"That was the first time I ever seen bun 
in my life, and that was the last time I 
cvcrseenhjm." 
"J never will forget it," said Charles. 
"How can somebody come in and testify 
that we went and lolled somebody, you 
know, and I don't even know him?" 
There arc several elements of the trial 
that have bothered many people f.uniliar 
with the case, including the late Judge 
Fred Epps, who prcsidecf over it. 
His son, a Greenville attorney with the 
same name, said that it was one of the 
few crimes his father tried where he felt 
he never quite understood how it actually 
h:>£pened. 
The prosecution argued that the victims 
were Killed during an armed robbery, 
based solely on witness testimony, but 
none of the five eyewitnesses who were 
at the scene on day of the murders were 
asked to testify except Mrs. Looper. 
"The idea of somebody walking 
in there to rob that place, especially 
someone who was fumiliar with 1t, defies 
logic to me• said attorney Epps. 
Greenville broadcast iournalist Brad 
Willis said detectives found evidence 
that Lt. Looper's home had been fired 
on before he and his father were killed, 
suggesting that it was a targeted hit 
rather than a robbery. 
"The [police] investigation uncovered 
a long list of Potential suspects, most 
of wfiom were involved in the local 
o_rganized drug trade of the era," said 
Willis. "At one point, one of these 
su~ects - later imprisoned for another 
offense - was said to have confessed to 
the crime." 
"Up to the moment the jury came in J 
believed I would not be convicted," said 
Charles. "J always believed in my heart 
truth would prevail, but I was sorely 
mistaken." 
When the South Carolina death statute 
was struck down as unconstitutional 
in 1977, Charles' death sentence was 
commuted to life. 
He spent the next 35 years trying 
to malic the best out of what was for 
him a stunningly unjust situation. •1It 
was very difficult at first because of the 
circumstances. After a while I realized I 
had to forgive people to survive,• he said. 
Elements of Abu-Jamal's case are 
saikingly similar to Charles': both were 
convicted based only on eyewitness 
testimony; forensic evidence did not 
connect either pcrs<>n with the crime; 
key witnesses for the prosecution 
later recanted their testimony, saying 
it had been made up with the help oT 
investigating officers in order to get a 
reduced sentence for their own crimes. 
Charles sent an email to Laird, who for 
that very reason didn't believe Charles 
was an in prison until Charles exP.lained 
that he was writing fcom a public library 
where he worked outside the facility. 
Laird put him io touch with Claudia. 
"My part io the case was investigation on 
his innocence claims and representin~ 
him on parolet" she said. But she couldn t 
get anything done for him until he had a 
[a~er. 
Three years later, Eric Gottlieb, a 
lawyer a na documentary film maker who 
was looking for subjects for a film about 
criminal inJustice, took Charles' case on 
a Q'O bono basis. 
During his 10-year involvement, be 
made the documentary One Strang, Cast, 
filming hearings anil interviews with 
Charles and oilier people involved. The 
film has yet to be released. 
"People want to forget about this case," 
said Gottlieb. "Any questions, any doubts 
were going_ to be taken to the ~vc when 
they fried-Charles Wakefield.They were 
not expecting their death penalty statute 
to be struck down as unconstituuonal." 
C harles' parole hearings were roughly 
two years aP.art. In 1996 and 2001 parole 
was grantei:I, only to be rescinded both 
times a week later when then-Detective 
Mike Bridges, who had investigated the 
murders, lield press conferences railing 
against the <fecision. (Bridges later 
became Greenville's Police Chief and is 
now deceased.) 
Attorney Frank Epps said, "To my 
knowledge it's unprecedented. I've never 
seen anyone granted parole and denied 
P.l!olc once, much less nvice." 
During this time, Claudia also worked 
on other cases. ln 2006 she helped 
exonerate Jeffery Deskovic, who was 
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scrvi!}g a life sentence for the raP.e and 
murder of a classmate in Westchester 
County, New York when he was 16. 
Claudia convinced members of the 
nonprofit Innocence Project, which seeks 
to overturn wrongful convictions using 
DNA evidence, to take the case. The 
organi-zation has successfully reversed 
over 180 convictions since 1989. 
The DNA evidence from Deskovic's 
1989 trial was run through a national 
database and found to match a man in 
prison for another \-Vestchester County 
murder who ultimately confessed to the 
crime. 
As reported in a Portland Press Herald 
article at the time, Innocence Project 
s_pokesman Eric Ferraro described 
Claudia as one of a handful of amateur 
investigators who devote themselves 
to hele10g_ out abandoned, low-profile 
cases. Folks like Claudia are looking at 
the cases nobody has heard of yet." 
It is a long, slow process. She spent 13 
rears workfog to free Charles Wakefield. 
Though he was incarcerated for a crime 
he didn't commit, the politics made it 
impossible to achieve exoneration. 
"His lawyer, Eric Gottlieb, managed to 
get him a rehearing on actual innocence, 
6ut a specia!Judge was brought in who 
denied relief, she said. 
The law regarding parole in South 
Carolina changed in the 1990s from 
needing a majonl)' (4 out of7) to needing 
a supermajority (5 out of 7). There had 
been various times when Charles came 
close, but didn't get enough votes. 
Another bearing took place last 
January. Claudia represented Charles, his 
family and the paro1e _plan. Eric Gottlieb 
represented tlic victims' familr. (six or 
seven of them still living) who br. then 
were also advocating for Charles' release. 
Parole was deniecfbya 4·2 vote in fuvor. 
He needed five votes, whether all seven 
members were present or not. 
But Eric had filmed the hearing for 
his documentary. When he reviewed 
the footage in !us hotel room later1 he 
realized that one of the board memoers 
who was in favor of Charles' parole had 
been absent. 
He immediately raced back to the 
parole board and asked for a rehearing. 
In a highly unusual move, they grantea 
his request and heard the case again on 
Marcli 17. On Mar. 12 the board granred 
Charles parole and he was released one 
week later. 
The vote had been 6-1. 
") endured it 35 ,Years, tried to put rny 
best foot forward, said Charles. -When 
I got out, I wanted to be able to say l did 
something with my life." 
"Charles is very religious,• said 
Claudia. "His ancient mother would be 
weeping. His poor father tried so hard to 
star. alive for this.• 
"God is the one that got me out 
of prison,• said Charles, "and the 
instrument he used was Claudia and 
Eric. God gave them everything they 
needed to get me out." 
In 15 years as an advocate for death row 
inmates, Claudia had won the release 
of five persons from prison, besides the 
exoneration ofDcskovic in 2006. Charles 
was her sixth. 
Charles said he never iaot over the 
shock of his conviction. I never got 
through that until I got out. There was 
always a feeling that you're in a place you 
don't belong, liut I had to turn ,t around 
and make myself a better person than 
when I went in." 
He is now living in Winsboro, but 
hoP.ing to move to Columbia where there 
are better prospects for employment. 
"There still remai ns a lot of work 
coming up to speed, learning what other 
people do normally. Success for me is 
finding a deg_ree of normalcl. My steps 
are guarded. fhe moments have with 
peojile are cherished." 
He only receives S80 a month from the 
parole board, and has significant medical 
expenses - he's a Type II diabetic and has 
high blood pressure. The sdgma of his 
conviction sill! haunts him. No one will 
hire him. "When vou haven't worked 
io 35 years, you're not picking and 
choosi~. 
"Ma~ next year will be a good year 
for me. 
• 
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oam1ngs 
BY JAMIE HOGAN 
t 
did auto body work, antique toy 
restoration, and freelance cartooning 
before pursuing an art degree at 
Kansas State University in his thirties. 
"It blew me away chat I could get a 
college degree for making something," 
he said. 
For a sculpture project involving 
iron, he made a vintage-looking toy 
called Whitey Cracker, an inversion of 
a troubling actual antique toy named 
Tombo, chc Alabama Coonjigger. 
A I though the results were 
as unfortunate as Tombo, the 
process felt cathartic. ltt,iggcred 
the revelation that yes, toys do 
mean something. 
-
He mo,·ed with his wife and 
children co Maine in 2005, 
enrolling in the Masters of Fine 
An program at Maine College 
of Art, where be encountered 
a level of theoretical scruri ny 
that surprised him. For his 
first project, he embarked on 
Randy Reiger's "Toy-Gantic" sinks in a Maine a sculpture, an Americanized 
lake. 
Photocourttsy ofRanayRegier replica of the Titanic. With a 
The Peaks Island Lecture Sei:ies 
launched to a hearty crowd on 
Wednesday, Oct. 20 at the Inn on 
Peaks Island. Painter Scott Kelley and 
designer Eric Eaton coordinated the 
program in the hopes of invigorating 
"the cultural wasteland that is Peaks 
Island in the winter," as Scott put it. 
Artist Randy Regier (W1VW.ra11dJregitr. 
,of//) debuted the series, with a talk 
about his winding path to a sunken 
ship in Maine. 
Eric Eaton introduced Randy by 
saying, "To ca ll him a roy maker, a 
builder of robots and space ships, 
a spinner of yarns, is in itself as 
misleading as che very fictions he 
implies through his works. He deals 
in enigmatic nostalgia, drawing from 
Eastern block and Western mid-
century pulp iconography, running 
it headlong into bu t ton-down 
consumerism." Eric passed the podium 
to Randy with this warning, '1 caution 
you. While he's seducing you with talcs 
of his midwcstern upbringing, modest 
beginnings work ing in an auto body 
shop, earning his Masters of Fine Art 
from MECA, ask yourselves; would 
a time-traveling toy thief reallr want 
you to know where he actually comes 
fro1n?H 
Born in Omaha, Nebraska, Randy 
grew up with a fascination for roys. 
As a child witho ut a television set, 
he devoured Nat io nal Geographic 
magazines, especially stories involving 
sunken treasures. As an adult, he 
ravenous appetite for fabrication, 
be utilized found objects in resourceful 
ways. 
"I use found objects because rhey 
get me rhere faster. I'm working off 
the sboulders of giants," he said, 
about using an outboard motor cover, 
sawed in half, for the hull of the ship. 
He named his boat the Toy-Gaotic, 
complete witb a screw-in boat plug rhat 
vaguely resembled Jesus. 
The formal critique after four weeks 
of frenzied work was anti-climactic. 
He decided to sink the boar, and find it 
again after a year. Upon raking the boat 
10 a friend's pond, it sank quicker than 
his reckoning of the moment at hand. 
"I'm paying a boar load of somebody 
else's money and this is what I have 
to show for it," he confessed , as 
the aud ience watched the boat's 
disappea rance on a set of Flicker 
pbotos onscrccn. 
Randy began writing a somewhat 
non-linear back stor y, deciding the 
Toy-Gantic was a product of the 
American Dream Technical Institute, 
of which he was the Interim Director. 
Using Phorosbop to manipulate 
found images, he fabricated a trail of 
authenticity for his product, including 
a magazine called the Teenage Public 
Utilities Man, in which the boat was 
advertised by Kid King Industries, I ac. 
He made a box for the 8' by 2' toy, with 
a small image of the bow plug figure, 
that could be ordered by mail, free. 
However, the Kid King Industries was 
destroyed, as found photos revealed. 
Simply by shopping thro ... 
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iLovePeaks.com 
Two things happen ... 
• YOU get 2%-35% cash back for 
shopping at aU )'Our favorite on line s tores. 
• AND ... you support the 
Peaks Island Tax and Energy Assi!tance Program!! 
Phu ..... thue are Hitt and 1pttlals all tbe time. 
HlNT: Clicl the-Putac'r Su,re•i;.t,w,d &tt d,,eiHQUSANOS of 
partkipatmg mc,chant,. Go to the D's 10 drugstore.com and get 
frte shlpplng righ1 so your door in a matter o( 4 days. Buy C'Vff)'thin,g °?'" 
toilet paper t0 diaptn to pet food to pn::scription.s. H"'e U'Yin3S on prt$Cripoon$!!! 
AND all tb,e ...,hile, you Btt dol1'1$ a grnt suvlce for lbe residents of Peak,. 
MAKI: IT VOUR MOMEPACt: 
'J1ian£ you :For your SU.J'.J'Ort II 
Artist Randy Reiger speaks about his work at the debut of the Peaks Island Lecture 
Seriu on October 20 at the Peaks Island Inn. 
For any boy too impatient to wait for 
the plug, disaster ensued. 
Having conjured an object as real 
as a dream but as inaccessible, Randy 
headed, a year later, to the pond in 
Maine to reuieve his creation. 
" My heart was in my throat," he 
admined. 
The boat was found, with most of 
the pai nt still intact, encrusted with 
pond scum, and missing a few pans. It 
is now installed at the Beech Museum, 
with all its ephemera for d isplay, in 
Manhattan, Kansas. 
In what felt like a Peaks momeot, a 
woman in the aud ience commented 
that she had seen the Toy-Gantic in 
Kansas. 
Elaine Jones, an artist and poet who 
splits her time between Peaks Island 
and the small town of Matfield Green, 
Kansas said , "My first impression 
was that it was a nice antique toy, and 
I drifted on, as one docs in a museum. 
But I noticed a zip code o n a coupon 
on the box, and went back to look. It 
was so surprisi ng and overwhelming 
and perfect, comi ng up from the 
depths of some pond. It dawned on me 
Pboto ,ourt<sy of Heather Boody 
that he had made this all up. I S1Udicd 
his toys and loved the great playfulness 
and fanciful stories." 
Elaine finds Peaks Island and 
Matfield Green similar places, home 
to a pocket of creative folks. She said, 
"The prairie there is soft, and rolling, 
and treeless in a wav that connects 10 
the ocean. They b~th have the same 
rolling expanse." 
That he had a witness to the real 
thing was gratifying to Randy. He 
answered questions from the crowd, 
and discussed his current p roject, the 
NuPcnnr Sto re, an installation of 
monochromatic toys in a closed shop. 
The work has traveled from Waterv ille 
to Portland and now Sanford, Maine. 
" You can't ger in. You enter it with 
your mind," said Randy. He quipped, 
"It's a horrible business model." 
The Peaks Island Lec!Ure Series will 
continue rh rollgh May, on the third 
Wednesday of the month. Next up 
will be Phuc Tran, owner of Tsunami 
Tattoo. 
Scott said, " He will hopefully be 
followed by Hannah Pingree, and we 
have Scott Nash and Avner Eisenberg 
waiting in the wings, as well. 
Our biggest concern is getting 
Eva Murray in from Matinicus, 
hopefully January o r February, 
if the weather cooperates. She 
wrote Far 011t lo Sta, a frequently 
hilarious collection of tales of 
living on Matinicus." 
The coordinators arc open to 
floating any ideas for possible 
speakers . Contact them at 
peakJisland/u ftrrt1eries@g111ai/.com. 
Donations can be sent to PII .S at 
16 Sterling Street, Peaks Island. 
"\Ylc want people who really 
want to do it. For now1 we're 
offering a boat ticket and a beer. 
But if we survive this winter, we 
may get sponsorship or a grant to 
continue. The Peaks Island Inn 
has graciously offered the room, 
and the Peaks Island Workshop 
is offering baby-sitting for $5/ 
hour. We'll pass the hat at the next 
one to drum up some funds to fly 
Eva Murray from Matinicus. But 
hey, ir's free, what more could you 
The Nu Penny T oy Store, a rr_aveling want?" laughed Scott 
installation of sculptures by Randy Reiger. 
Photo courttsy of Rat1dy Reiger 
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Monster Celebrity 
BY LJSAG0ELLSJNICKI 
The man crouched and cowered in 
front of the red brick house on Island 
Avenue. His hands were placed on either 
side of his face and his mouth stretched 
wide open as rhough so me invisible 
demon were descending upon him from 
the sky. Ir was Edvard Munch's painting 
"The Scream• come to life. 
Something weird was going on. And 
not regular Peaks Island weird. This was 
beyond someone pushing a dog stroller or 
painting their house chameuse. A ski nny 
g uy with dark hair who l'd never seen 
before in my life was standing in front 
of my friend, Jean H offman's, front door 
cowering in fear ofl-could-only-guess-
what. But then again, it was a summer 
Sunday afternoon. A Reggae Su nday 
BY FRAN HOUSTON 
A new book of poc:tcy for cluldrcn and 
adults, Nut, ,,ook ¢ V#ff'!J (Charksbridge 
Publish rng), was celtbrated at the Gem 
Gallery on Saruruay, On. 16. Su.an Blacktby 
of Portland, Oregon authored the poems and 
our own Peaks Tsl:anc.J ar1ist. Jam1e Hogan, 
i111.1s11atcd the book. 
The special event ~tso featured tw o guided 
nature walks led b)1 Garry Pox, President of the 
Peaks Island Land Preserve, which followed 
paths marked with excerpts o( 81ackab)"s 
afternoon. T here was no tcllingwhatthis 
guy's story was going to be. 
I accelerated my pace to make sure this 
odd drunk wasn't damaging anything. 
But when I ~ot closer, I realized that 
the guy wasn t drunk at all. He was the 
subject of a photo shoot. His companion, 
a 30-somcthing blond guy, was poised at 
the curb holding a digital Nikon. A third 
companion, a woman, stood be tween 
them, off to one side. She had Jean's son's 
foot-tall plastic Godzilla grasped firmly 
in both hands and was extending her 
arms-and G odzilla-away from her 
body and into the view of the camera. 
It took me several seconds to piece this 
together. When I d id, I laughed. This 
imaginative th reesome were raking 
poems and ac.compaoyit1g illusc..rations from 
the book that were posted throughout the 
woods and along I.he shordioe. 
This enchanting collection is all abom 
habitat, where both I Jogan and Bl,chbydrew 
thcu inspiration. ~lost of the iJlu.strauons wert: 
taken d1rcctl)' from Peaks Island scenes c1thcr 
in photographs or skc1chcd dunng -w11lks with 
Po.sic, the artist's dog. 
The exhib1t at the Gem gave an inside look 
ac the illustrator's s1udio and her process. 
Jamie displayed skc(Chcs of some inilia) 
cJes1gil~ of 1hc hook•:; cover alongside the fioal 
version, as well as charcoal sketches from 
the: book. that wctc hung on a rope across the 
wan 11l do1 heshne fash1tm. Two w.ills boasted 
gorgeous framed orjg_in2ls. Jamie hu a 
sign-arnrc style thatdra\\'S a comltluous crowd. 
She generousl)' donated 2S percent or sales 
from chc exhibit m bencfil che Land Preserve. 
which acquires and prcscn•cs propcrt)· on 
rhe island in stewardship for the use 2nd 
enjoyment of islanders aod visilors. PILP 
be_g2n 1n l993 as 20 ad-hoc c;:ommumty effort 
co presco·e Banel'}, Settle. 
Garry Fox is an amazing 1cacher, 
k nowledgeable •bout Peaks Island and 
wildlife in general. The signs thac marked 
the: Nut, J\Jook, ID' CrtJlltl) nature trail ..arcrc 
provided 1hrough a gran1 by the Portland 
Publtc Library and Heakhy Portland, and are 
slated for permaocot display in Portland at 
some c.ime in the future. 
Also atccnding the C\fCOt u~as Kirsten 
Cappy of Cunous City, 2 m2rketmg -and e,·cnt 
consuJtiog firm for chiJdren's luerature tha1 
tncs to bring kids closer co che books chat 
have been creucd for chem. 
Hogan and Blackaby v,sired the Peaks 
pictures that showed Godzilla in epic 
proportions looming over the much 
smaller screamer. 
T his was the most u niq ue use of 
Godzilla 1' d ever seen, which is saying a 
lot. Few can resist interaction with Peaks 
Island's biggest movie star resident. 
Godzilla ana his smalkr dinosaur cohortS 
are posed by islanders and photographed 
by visitors almost daily. Typically, 
Godzilla and crew find themselves lined-
up as though in preparation for a battle. 
Other times they arc circled-up for a pre-
historic hoedown. Often an unfortunate 
smaller dinosaur hangs out of Godzilla's 
mouth. But I've never seen anyone 
capture Godzilla's photo in nearly so 
creative a fashion. 
Godzilla has resided year-round on 
Peaks, and stood guard in front of the 
H offman's house, since 2000 when 
he relocated from town. He serves the 
community as a photo opportunity, a 
conversation piece and a directional 
landmark. "Go by the Godzilla house, 
then continue past the library," people 
say. He's manned (or should I say 
monstered?) his post 24-7, with the single 
exception of a few months in 2009 when 
he took a sabb-atical. "One day he was just 
gone," recounts Jean. 
After Godzilla's disappearance, Jean 
asked around to see if anyone had any 
information on his whereabouts. Even 
the teens (who usually know everything} 
pied ignorance. After a couple of weeks, a 
dinosaur about half the si,,e ofGodzi!Ja 
showed up. H e held a note that said, "I 
may not be big, but l'm strong and can 
take care of myself.' 
A month later, the true Godzilla 
reappeared holding a sign that said, "I'm 
Back." His whereabouts have never been 
revealed, but people 
have their suspicions. 
Some say it was a teen 
prank. Others think 
a young k id with a 
bad case of monster 
envy "borrowed" him. 
Others say Godzilla 
attended a late night 
bash at Battery Steele 
and was too hung over 
ro return home right 
lslan d School tnd the Portland Public Library 
on Thursda)', 0cc. 14. sharing their methods 
and inspiratkm, as we11 as sketch journals 
Jamfo made and passed a.round for tht: kids to 
fill in with their own drawinganJ potlr)'-
Hog-an grew up lo the \Xlhitc Mountains 
of Neu· Hampshire and graduated from 
Rhode Island School of Design with a BFA 
in lllusuauon. Her freelance career began m 
Boston~ with work appearing frequeml)' 
in The Boston Globe. 
She 1s married ro illustrator Marty 
llraun. The couple moved ro Mallle 1n 
1992 where Jamie ha, taught illuscntion 
ac Maine College of Art in Porllaod 
since 2003, and continues to dtaw from 
life and im·ention, combming charcoal 
pencil, pastel and paper collage. 
A collection of Jamie's ponfoho can 
be found at w»~tlm1ghi111,·st«k.,0111. She 1s 
a member of the Society of Children's 
Hook \{'riten aod Lllwttamr:s, the .Maine 
JUusuuor's Col1ec11ve, and the C.cm 
Gallery. 
away. A long-time friend of Godzilla's 
who asked not to be named calls this 
third tl1eory ridiculous - G odzilla has 
absolutely no history of alcohol abuse. 
While foul play seems likely, I hope 
that Godzilla's disappearance was 
voluntary. Maybe he visited his old 
friend, Mothra, to reminisce about their 
days as Japanese film stars. Or perhaps 
he attended a reunion with other costars 
he's worked with over the years such as 
Astro-Monster, Ghidorah the three-
headed monster and Mathew Broderick. 
W e may never know exactly where 
Godzilla had been, but I for one am glad 
that he returned. O nce again, islanaers 
and visitors can "go by the Godzilla 
house" on their way to and from down 
front. And they do, often stopping to 
c reate some really innovative photo 
shoots. 
Lisa i.s a freelance writer who will be 
celebrating her 10th a1111iversary as a 
Peaks Island resident in February. Read 
her prevwus Island T rmes columns 011 her 
web site at'W'WW.idwtwithape11.rom. 
207.518.0000 
PEAKS ISLAND 
front door. l suggest you d o the same. If you 
stay on I he lookout for quirky, curious, and 
n:ma,kable things, you11 sooo discover them 
CVC')1'\\'herc." 
1f )"OU inissed the show or W"Ant ro see more 
bchind•thc-sccncs infonnacion, check out 
these files on Jamie'• blog -p,itpt,ps.blogspot. 
ld/1/: Ocrober-•oook book fling .. August-
'naturc tra.1.r, febrnary-'oook books are here! 
Other books Jamie has illustrated . 
jnclude Ri,.Juhaw C,rl, Aladdu~ Alagi-"1/ 
R;J, (by Peaks Island author Jeanano 
Alvei-), Portland Oh.rtn·aU>'.J /ldivi!J Book, 
Sm• D'!)t of DaJ!J (author Jamie flogan), 
Sttpha,,. P,,,,./-Mtl'IJ<t Guts Off, S,.mlJ of 
J/x Ci"I"' Mrdm•• and Tl,r /jaJ,rs C•id, t, 
O,,i,esr Chamrtm. Riwhaw Girl has won 
numerous -awards, including the Jane 
Addams Pe:ice Associ111ion Honor Book 
in 2008. 
At I he end of Nut, J\',.k ¢ CmntlJ, 
Susan Blackaby wrires, "As a wrller, T'm 
often 2skcd where l get my ideas, and I 
usuallr say that I poke my nose out the 
Illustrator Jamie H ogan (left) with consultant 
Kirsten Cappy at the Gtm Galltry. 
pl,oto by Fran Hooston 
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r he Geu1 OallerY The ( ;em 
Gallery io; an arll:st/c."raftsperson ~oopcrative of 
O\~r ZS individui.111 in mcdi.a of ~mllng, dnwi.ng, 
sculpture, pottery, jcwtlry. phot<>graphy, 
pnntmaklng, a)>e-Ulbbge, fih~_r .ll'ts and \\Titing. 
Solo and small group cxhLb1lioru ch.wge wt:tkly 
and hi-weekly from June through Octo~r with 
larger th-:med mtml>tr 11howt off.~a~on and a 
bolida) :iale each year. PINsc ca.JI the gallery n 
766-5600 tor more mfor m.ition. 
Docl,Yell Gallt•ry Sculptu res 
from Found Objects by Long Island ;irli.st 
John Burke, thru No,em~r. Arth:t'1 reccptmn 
Suuda), Nov, 7, l,00pm tol,00pm. Coll.for Arr, 
any 11,uit.ihlc ,;uh,cct and <lupla)~bl~ media using 
a mimmal pa11tt of color \(Ult< and h ues with a 
111,1.x..iwum c:>fi wo colors in each piece. Coot.let 
~hggie Carle for more iufonn•tion, 766·2940 
or www ma9JJiu,a1lc.cvm. The Dod\'tcll Gallery 1s 
loc-'1W ;'It the: long hland Le~ming Center on 
G<Jrham A,·cnue, Long Island, houN follow the 
hbrar) l t:b.:<lule (766-2Sl0, lmp.llL1bror1 long· 
iJanJ.Ltb.m~.u1).Cu~tor Maggie Carl.: <trt1pri4@ 
•Jfm,polm nt'.t or 766-2940. 
,\'11li son-Woolley Coa sta l 
Suites: casco Bay, Popham ami Monhegan 
by Ja.nt Banl}llt':r explores the durnatic and 
!Weeping character of the Maine co,1s1 in her 
brilli.antly cxCC'uted 5-uitc of solar plate etchings, 
woodcms, ;md oil painting$. Photography by 
Diane Ii udson di~pl.aymg her kt:en ohs~n·ations 
of p1.."<>plc •nd situations w ith humor, w.armth 
~d cb.r ity. Opening rc<..'1!ption Thursday, Nov. 
4 from 5pm to 7pm. Show run~ thru Nov 27. 
Addi$OO \Voo11ey Gallery, 132 Washington 
Avenue (at t he corner of Fox St.), Port1and. 
(207) 450-8499t ww<w.<tdclason~oolle_r.rom Galle-')· 
Houn: \.Vedn<'o;day thru Siturcb.y, Nool'I to S pm. 
Curator Susan Porter. 
Hie hard Boyd (:hd l(:'r)' 
PERSPECTIVES. a g roup uhih1t of pottc-ry 
.tnd oil painting featur ing wor½. by gallery .irti.sts 
P;imela Wilham)On, J1;,·ann e O'Toolc H.tyman 
and Richard Bo)·d, Rons thru Dec. 19. GalJtry 
hours are Thursd;iy t.hru Sunda) 10:00 am to 5:00 
pm.The Gallery b lcxalM on Peak$ b land at the 
ooruer o f bland Ave. and Epps St., firs t hmldang 
on 1he r ight , nrst noor. Jt ~xbibits pottery, 
painhngs a.nll blown gliss by estabh~hed and up 
a.ntl c<>u)ing a ,•tist.s. For m ore information cont,.ct 
the gall(;.ry al .-w1v.r,c-hardbQJdpouc-1.1 CQ111 or c-all 
207.712.1097. 
The Fifth l\l aine The Fifth 
~faine Regiment M u i;cu m is a non-profil 
museum and Ct1 ltural center housed in the 
1888 FiCt.b Ma.me Regimtnt Memorial llall. 
Ju rn1ssion is the prescn•ation of Civil War 1n<l 
local history. To that end lhie museum offers a 
wide variety oflectures, conccrt.s, tours, youlh 
educ.itlvn prognms, and commumty activities. 
Members.hip is op en to t he public For more 
inform atfoo please contact Kimberly Macisaac .at 
j{thtD'1me@;cmo.rom or c:all 207-766-3330. 
r he Eighth )Iaine ;,. lh ing 
m ui;cum and lodge built 10 1891 as a summer 
rctre.at for the C h•il Wu veterans. It features 
12 rooms for overnight guests .and history 
filled, g u1JcJ tours daUy from 11am until 4pm. 
www.8rhAtaine.org Clo.scd ror thcM1asou. 
Bl'a('kett Cbnrch 9Chu,chStrcct, 
Peaks Island. Pastor: Rev. Desi Larson, 766· 
S011 ww.-.bracUumum~orai Sunday \Vo rship 
10:00 am; ScTipture Study~ Mondays 8: 15 .. o 
m tbt parsonage. Children's Choir, Moncia}·s. 
2:4Spm-3: I Spm. Allt·hildtt1, are welcome. Please 
conlatt M.avournecn Thompson for more info, 
899-0108. Pn Jer Sh;h,l M.inistry, Thursdays 
in the- p.anonagt, 12:~0 pm to 2:30pm. All an: 
wckome' For more info call Rehe<:'l,.1 Stephan~. 
76fi-i017. T,..,·c.."Cu Night, Friday, No,•. 12, 6:30 
' 




I)a11c1' Classes ro, c1, .. ,,hc.iu1e 
and information com.act Shaman at 776-5066 
(cell) or by ('mail sharoana@ema1l.oom. 
Yoga, ChtSS(:'S Please contact Rebecca 
Stephan, for the schedule at 766-3017 o, 
']SJO[JO@aw,.net 
\Veight Liftin~ cl.>&m Mondap 
Christmas with Renaissance Voices Saturday, Dec. 18, at 8 p,m. and Sunday, 
Dec. 19 at 3 e-m- at t he Cathedral of St. Luke, 143 S tare Street (between 
Congress and Spring), Portland. See calendar listing, next page, for details. 
anJ Thursdays, 7 am to 8 am o, S pm to 6 pm 
S2 S for 12 scssK)n s. Comt: join ui! Cont.act 
Rcb=• Stephens, 'JSJ"B'@g,nn«or Rhond• 
Berg, brhondal@..mc11nt.rr.<0m h\i1 I. 
pin tn 9; \0 pm, fdl<>w.sh1p hall. [?rop i..n fvr pici.1 
and ping-pong. Opm to all ic:IMtd )Wt h grad~ 6 · 
8. For u)ori: i l)fo call Celtstcat766-S8S7. Taize 
Won;hip Scrvioc.-. Wc..-dnc5-«Uys, ): 30 p,m. JQil\ 
us (or qmet, low•ke} v.orship with candlelight , 
,ilenet, prayer'>, gentle music, a.nc.l ctumen,cal 
rt!adings. 150th Annh·ersary Celebration: 
Rc)4!rve July 16, 17& 23, 2011. \Ve ;ire planning 
a fa.1r, hic.tor ic.11 reenactment, .spc..·dJt wor~ip, 
garden tour, and more . (n, iu.,ions to past 
mmutcn havetH:eo ,nai led. Rf'c-ord $Orne o f your 
expc-rieoces with the church for mdus,on fo oor 
t ime caprulc. If you han: all) o ld pictureci please 
contact Jerry G.irmin, Church H1.slon.1n 766-
SOS4. 
Baptist Chu1·cb SPrvices 
S u nday Serv ic;c : IO a.m. Bible StudJ, Jl .un 
Worship. We dnc.sday Service: 7 pm. Te en 
Nights Thursdays a t. l'e;1ks hland School gyro 
6pm to 8pm. ThanksgivingOinne-r-S.1lurd.'ly, 
'Im-. 20 from-4 pnl to7 pro . 
St. ('hristoplwr's Church 
Mw al 10; 15 ;im Sundays. 
l~<',tks l 'iland Library 
r-irst Tuesd~ys Book Discu ssion·" 111 meet 
No,·. 9, btc.ttl-$C voting ";II take plac..-e on No,·. 2. 
They will d iscuss Cul m Tr;.mdodQn by jPa.n Kwok; 
moderator will be Kalhy Hanky. For December, 
the book i! C11t:in9.for Sron.t by Abrahain Vtrght:sc; 
moderator will be Cheryl Higgins. Call (766-
5540) or emi.il the library ~ " i,@pottfan,J /Jb. 
me.u.s) to resen·e a book.. Please indu<le your 
l ihra.ry card number. Each bookdiscussN)ll is open 
t o anvone iulen:.sted. 
Tu'rkey Talcs and Harvest Ac tivities 
Tuc11day. No, . 23 al 6:l0 pin. Mrs. Crowley· 
Rockwcl] w ill ofTt.~r the program, gt>ared for 
children S-8 yc.arsold. lnthc:Community Room. 
Islander ·faylor Cusack, who i<i enrolled at 
Southern Maine Commu nity College i1, tht 
c r iminal justtc:e progr.un, Li ,·oluoieering at 
the Pea~ lsla.nd hbra.ry as p art of bu course 
work. He will he doing aft<"r-school drop ill 
activities programs o n somt Wednesdays during 
No,·em1*r. His enthu.t,iasm fo r this projc-ct is 
conu,giou:,. Oie<:k a.t the library for :ipecific dales. 
PrcSchool Story Time Fridays .at 10:1 5 . 
DEADLINE FOi\ NEXT MOKTll 'S STA R: 
Monday, Nov. 2S, by 6pm . Bring .arlicles c:01,y 
ready to the library. Yoo ro~y put Lhcm in the 
Book Return or und~r the door when the library 
isclo.scd. 
The Pc-ah hl.rnd Ubrary is IOC.l.tcd at 129 l!Jan d 
A"en.ue, open Toc"by 2 pm to 8 pm, Wc<lu~1d.iy 
10.1m to4 pm. f riday 10 a,n to 2 prn ind Saturda) 
8 am to NOON. For rnore. information call 766-
5540 or " isit w .. w.porrlandhbrar1.comll«ouoml 
pr-ati.hua • 
J>C'a k s I sl and llc•a l th 
( 'e uter 1:or acu ie/urgent care a nd 
mao.igemcnt o l chronic conditaons ~ueb ,1~ 
hypertcnsmn, clcvati:d <.·holt1terot .10d d iaMtcs, 
routine physk',.I eums,gyn care a.n<l lab scnH:t:s, 
by .appointment. Mary Grunal<l i, Clinical 
Assistant/Administrator. PU~t\~I::. NOTE:: Por 
the month of No"~n'l~r only \\C will b-c o p en 
MonJa~) aud Fridays. \Ve ";II he dosed Fnd ay. 
No,·, 26, for Thanksglvtng, Rtgular houn; 
Monda,·, Kitty Gilbert, F~P, secs infants to 
,.1Juh~ from 10am to 4pm. Fridays Lou T1e<.itk.en. 
ANP. secs agu 13 and older3:30am to 2:30pm. 
Dr. Buehn er will k seeing p atients on Fnd ay. 
NOY 5 Lorre, our lab tech, n .sdtcdole-d for 
Priday, :-lov. 19. Pl,ase call 766-2929 to schedule 
appointmeob. 87 C~inral A't·cnuc (P.O. Box 52) 
Peaks bland, Maine 04108;. www.pe-ab ,health. 
org. Emugcnck:), call 911. 
Portland I{ecreatiou 
Contact Denise Macaronas, Rcc: rc:•tiou 
Programmer, to rcsc.n-e .spa,t--e and/or eq_uipm<·n.t 
a t Jlm@port.la11dmaine.g0v or call 766-2970 
(Deu1!t works par t time on Peaks Island -
Mond,y,, Thu,-days ,nd Frid,y,). SPECI AL 
NOT E for tht HOLIDAYS, Pl<.sc bd ng food 
ltems to the commumty buil<line, for t ht Food 
Pantry. 
ADU LT BASKETBALL - TUESDAYS 6,00 
- 7,50 pm at th< PEAKS ISLAND SCHOOL 
GYM . Pk-1-up g.amf< for those 18 ~d abo"e. 
f ee is $2.0 0 per night. Sponsvred by l'onl31\C) 
Recrcatwn . 
Annual I sland Instjtute 
SustainablC' f slu,ll(lLiv~ 
('onfel'(lll('{' Nov 
presentations l>)' o land and coaual INdcrs from 
i\t.liine.a.nd chmughmn the Umt~ States 011 :1.hart>d 
ch.lllcngcs .md solution!, Admis<ion $4S tor yca.r-
rouud ula11J rt'sident!i, ., nd include,; adrn1~51on to 
the Frtday c,·~ning kc)' note- pre5'Wt.ttaon, h 1rthtr 
infor mation and rcgutrauon ,.,. avail.able on the 
lslilnd Institute "ehsitf' at •ww.1Jand1nsrmnc.o,9/ 
rih,ffe~ntt 
Island Iloliday Conc"rt 
T he Pcab Js1anJ Musi/Association Holiday 
Con<-ert and Sing Along Sunday, Dec. 12, with 
two .-.hows, at 2:15 and 7:00 p.m, ls)1nd singers, 
and mu.skian<: ptrforming hohday and sc-.a.sonM 
f.a,oriu:~. A ~pc.cial feature this yc.ar will h-t the 
D'Entremoul Puppe-U doing scenes rrom •A 
Christmas C;,rol." T he program ts t-o-spon'50f"e-d 
h) and held at The Brackett Memorial Church. 
Th1.s prog~m re..lly ~t.'.tn.< the holiday sca.:wn for 
P~aks l111andcrs. Wa1ch the hl.tn,1 ·1 ime11 next 
month fo r all the dct;ii l.s. M.oscician~ who wa.nt 
to pla) hl the "Hal leluja.h Chorus" pica).(" enu1il 
]n,unqJ@gm.Jll.o:,m 
Community Food PantJ.·)· 
Al the Children's Workshop, optJl Monday 
through Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.dun ng the 
Worlohop's hours, For more inrormat1<>n. please 
rontact Susan Hanley atsu$iltl@lasrom.tom. 
S thru Nov 7 in Rockland. 
Thh year's theme is ·1.sJan<l 
to Island'", :;1 nd l ht t':vcnt 
will include discussions, 
wMkshops, and pre~nt.-. t.ioos 
for sustaining community 
1hroogh stron g schools:, 
leadersh ip, eco nomies, 
and energy resourcc.s, 
vdth a keynote addre3S by 
Wood~· Tasch, founder and 
pre;ident of Slow Money. 
The con lcrcn c-e includes 
IsLANDJ TIMES 
Put Your Business Card l-Iere 
ror 1 Year only $240 
visit www.islandtimes.or9 to ,cc how 
or call 6S0-3016 
DISTINCTIVE HOMES FOR DISCERNING PEOPLE 
KIRK G OODHUE ALYCE A. BAUERLE JJLL K EEFE 
LAURIE W ILDES DEB HANNA 
PEAKS ISLAND PORTlAND LONG ISLAND 
• • • 
207.766.5966 207.775,7253 207.232.0758 
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COMMUNITY EVENTS CALENDAR 
1\'Ionday, Nov l 
FIRST MONDAY FUN foe 
PRESCHOOLERS: Drop in aoytirne 
between 11:00 am :and noon (in rhe 
community room on Peaks Island) and have 
sorne Falt fun making crafrr " treasures" -
we 1my also dance and ~ing:! Children must 
be accomp:tnied by an adult. Sponsored by 
Portland Recreation (766-2970). 
Tuesday, Xov 9 
First Tuesdays Book Discussion will 
me.ct llt 7 pm in chc Community Room on 
Peaks Island to d1scu<s Haf1heSk,yby Nicholas 
K r1srof. Christioa Foscer wiJI moderitc. For 
~ovembcr, the book is Cir! 111 'fnm1lalib,r by 
Jean Kwok. Modcr21or will be Kathy Han ley. 
The Decemb er book will be C111ti•gfor Sto•t 
by Abraham \ 'c(ghcse. \1odera1or is Che.-ryl 
I hggms. C•II (766-5540) or email the library 
(ptnk.s@port/awd.lib.1'tt.Ni} to reserve 2 book. 
Please include )'OUr hhrar)· card number. Open 
tO anyooe 1ncerested. 
~ionday, Nov 15 
BINGO FUN - ALL AGES (with 
"prizes" 10 be chankful for!) 10:45 - 11:45 
am AND 2:4S - 3:45 pm in the communll)' 
room on Peaks l~land. Sponsored by Portland 
Recreation (766-2970). 
Wednesday, Kov 17 
Peaks Island Lecture Series, hosted by 
Eric Eaton ~nd Scou Kelly, presents Phuc 
Tran of Tsunami Tattoos1 who will speak 
about the art of tattooing and ns long aod 
colorful history at 6:30 in the lnn on Pea.ks 
Island. 
S,1tnrday, Nov 20 
LADIES ONLY BALL GOWN PARTY 
ai Jones Landing. $5.00. ,\ II proceed, "' 
bcncfit.:.C.bc Breast Cancer Research Fund. 
Feel free to bruig-all"a.ppctizcc co sh-are. Musk 
provtdcd. Cash Bar. 21 and over. DoorS opeo 
before 7pm co socialize&. later lhc Dmcing 
begins. And,salway,, 1..ADIES ONLY. 
7th Annual Thanksgiving Supper Peaks 
Island Baptist Church from 4:00 pm to 7:00 
pm. PR EE. Our way of saying thank you co 
c.he community. 
xionday, Nov 22 
AFTERNOON at the MOVIES- 1:00 
prn - "A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving'' (25 
minutes); I :30 pm - .. Return of the P,nk 
Pin1her" (rated \l/113 mioules), Sponsored b)• 
Portland Recreation (766-2970). 
Tnesda:y, Nov 23 
Turkey Ti\lcs and Harvest Ac tivities .a.t 
6: 30 pm. m tli(" Community Room on Peaks 
lsb.nd. Mr,. Crowley-Rockwell will offer the 
program, gc-.arcd for children 5-8 ycu$ old. 
11:uu'S<'la)~ No,, 25 
HAPPY THANKSGIVI NG 
Monclay, Nov 2~) 
MAKING DECORATIONS/ 
ORNAMENTS for "LIVING" TREE 
10:45 am to 3': lS pm - Om1, m anyome 
(Peake; fsland commuouy room); all ages 
't\'Clcomc. Using recycled cards1 we'll m:akc 
ornamems for the 0 lh•u1g tree· as wen as 
home Uecorauons. !>pousore d by Pordand 
Recreation (766-2970). 
Thlu'Sday, J)('(· 2 
The Island Institme is hosung an open 
Programs Committee on Peaks l sland 
on from 3:30 to 5:30 pm at t he Elementary 
School. The Proi,"1lms Committee is pan of 
che luger quarcerly Island I nstitotc Roard 
meeting. Community members are invited co 
attend. 
Fri(lav Dec 3 
"OPEN HOUSE" - GETTING AN 
EARLY START (Peaks Island commuotty 
room). 11:00am to3: 15pm- Oropin any11n)e; 
all ages welcome. $1ar1 your holiday "to do" 
lis1 ea:rl)1 -get ideas for gifts from the kitchen, 
bring cards to write o r hdp make decorauons 
and o rnaments. Sponsored by Ponlaod 
Recreauon (766-2970). 
Sahu-clav Dec 4 
ANNUAL COMMUNITY TREE 
LIGHTING on Peaks Island (in case of 
indcmcm wcachcr~ thi~ event will take place 
on Saturday, Dec. 11) 4:00 to 5:00 pm- "down 
frone·, ,:11 the lwiog tree ne2r the dock. Visit 
wich Sama, decorate the tree, s.mg cuols and 
then join in 1.he cotull down co the lighcing of 
the uee. Refreshments at Peaks Cafe 2f1c:r the 
oucdoor cclcbr.itjon. 
Sunday l )ec 12 
The Pcakt Island i\\usic Associat ion 
HoUday Concert and Sing Along - Two 
,;hows, at 2:15 and 7 :00 p.m. bland singers, 
.a.nd musidans ~rforming holiday and seasonal 
favorites. A spt:cial ic.a.turc this y~a.r will he the 
O'Entremont Puppet, doing sctne~ from .. A 
Christina.,; Carol." Th(; progr.a.m as co~sponsored 
by and held at T he Brackett Memorial C hur-ch. 
' l'hi( pmgr-.un re.llJy ~taru the holiday sea.son for 
Peaks (sl.a.nders. Wat<:h ,he h l~md Times next 
momh fo,- all the details. Musici~ns who want 
to play tn the · HaHdu1ah Chorus• ple.a.se ~m.1i1 
3nancy3@.am0J. C<Jm. 
Saturday Dec 18 
Christmas with Renaissance Voices 
., 8 p.m. •• the Cathedral of St. Luke, 143 
State Street (between Congress and Spring}, 
Portland. Harold Stover, director of che 21· 
voice a cappc11a ensemble. with Christmas 
music from the 13th to the 2-01hcer11uries. The 
cente.rp iece will be che scicring "Quattc .Motets 
pou.r le Temps de NOCI" by Prancis Poulenc, 
with work by I hassler and Scarlatu, early 
plainsong, and a se, of dcligh1ful French carols 
by Gcvacn. Admission is $ 15 at 1he door; 
$5.00 student (at 1he door only) with a valid 
student JD; $12 in advance at Starbird Music 
and Longfollow Books III Portland, Books, 
Etc. in Falmouch, o r ac www.RN1aiss111ueVoites. 
o~. Reception follows the c:oncert. FMI call 
207.729.4958. 
Sru1day De<'. 19 
Chris1mas whh Rcnajssance Voices 
at 3 p.m. ot the Cathedral of S1. Luke, 143 
State. S1rce1. (bel"\\-een Congress and Spring), 
Portland 
IsLAND.J Tr MES -




HOMESTART PROJECT UPDATE 
18 Luther Street, Peaks Island 
Subtle changes continue as HomeStart moves toward completion of 
development plans for 18 Luther Street. T he Portland Planning Board 
unanimously approved a site review of the planned subdivision in a 
public hearing on Tuesday, 0cc. 12, which was the last step of the public 
process. 
HomeStart is now applying to the Maine Housing Authority for 
a $350,000 grant from the 2010 Affordable Housing Initiative for 
Maine Islands Program for construction of two new rencal homes on 
the property. Additional funds are provided by foundation grants and 
community donations. 
J\ construction loan from Peoples United Bank, who maintains a 
branch office on Peaks Island, will fund rehab or replacement of the 
existing home for sale or rental as preferred by housing applicants. 
So, where are the changes? \X'hile the Maine I lousing program provides 
substantial grant support for affordable island housing, its guidelines 
spcci fy rhat they be rental propcrt)' only. HomeStart does not have a long 
term goal to manage rental property, so it was narural to look for a like-
minded nonprofit to cake on this function. 
After some consideration, the best solution was found to be a 
partnership with Community Hous ing of Maine (CHOM), which 
has already developed 519 units throughout the state, over 300 being 
"workforce housing." CHOM is currently creating six such new rental 
uni cs from former commercial space on Vinalhaven, and owns and 
manages housing for some of the most vulnerable residents of our 
state, in broad collaboration with over 33 provider agencies for support 
services as needed. 
While planning is in the early stages, HomeStart will sell the two new 
houses to CHM while retaining the essential deed restrictions and taking 
care to insure that the HomeStart core goals arc maintained, such as 
priority consideration for current residencs or applicants with historic ties 
to Peaks Island. 
We remind you that applications for housing can be found at the library, 
elementary school and churches for consideration by a review committee 
rhat is fu lly separate from the HomeSrart board. Monthly business 
meetings are held on the third T hursday of each month at 7 pm at the Fay 
Garman Senior Center and as always, the public is invited to participate. 
Respectfully, the HomcStart board of directors 
Jane Banq11er -president; Ellen Malxmlf) - vice president; Suzy Ka11e - 1ecrelary; 
i\1.elissa Childs - lrea111rer; Nicole E11i1111; Harvey Joh11Jon; Cl1ris PiZ!J,' Richard 
Reed; ChriI Roberti; Vi,gi11ia Rymit1g; Barry Shaw; Barbara l luppit1 & Don 
1¥'11/Hler. 
Next Issue 
Shop Island Local 
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON let 
you r fing_ers do the shop!)ing with our 
new holfday Shop Rea~ "Local section 
for great gifts and gift ideas from 
island autfiors, artists, practitioners 
and b u sinesses. Bool<s, jewelry, 
artwork, gift certificates and more all 
conveniently located right here, in the 
next issue of the Island T imes (For 
information on how to include your 
business, please email brho11daJ@maine. 
rr.com). 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM: To subscribe to the Island Times, please 
fi ll out this form and send with a c heck for $25 10 Island Times, 120 Brackett 
Ave, Peaks !stand, ME, 04108 
NAME:. __________________ _ 
AOOR.E.SS.: _______________ _ 
crTY: _________ STATE: __ ZIP COOE:. __ 












Room and ball 
rentals & 
!OW$ 
Come for a awesome stay or tow 
ISLAND TIMES 
/ Now Availabl~! 
' 2010 Island 
Phone Directory 
Covering 7 Casco Bay Islands 
Available at The Boathouse, Long Island, 
ffa.onigan's Ishnd Marltet, Peaks, Andy's 
Old Port Pub, Casoo Bay Unes, and on line at 
www.phonebookpublishing.com. FMl 
or wholesale opportunities call 766-5997. 
13 Eighlh Maine A"'"- Pew Island. Ml!04108 off Portland 
(207)766-S086 • www.eigj,lhmaino.oom 




Fifth Maine flrg;mtnl Mll,ftum 
45 Stoshare Averiut 
P.O. &>¥41 
Ptah island, Mtifot 04108 
A Muswm or <.;iYil \ Var & Pe,lk) Island Histol') 
01wn ~1emorfal Day thru Columbus 02y 
107-766-3.J3-0 
dirtCIOl"@ fihbmai1:i.erout,eUJtLOrjl 
" ""' .n n1unaiuemu~N1 m.org 
144 Fore St.2nd Fir · Portland.ME 04101 • 207-756-n70 
farn, ~n.tt1ng & crochet JCCe\SOrie<J d short v,alk from tr1e Ferry 
Iii 
41 tndU Sc 
l'onh nd. Mt 04101 
207-766·246) HM 
207 75<,-:l-lSO CELL 
207-766-5220 l'.~X 
,berg@h~ rbo:r vie,,,. pmpc1"t i¢$..t·otn 
\\'WW.h!'l rbof\'Jl,..'\\" lt r! M"'U'1!m 
Massage & Rebalancing 
Prescott H. Paine Kripalu Bodyworker 
207.615.3296 pea ksmassage@mac.com 
YOGA ON PEAKS 
REBECCA.JOHANNA STEPHANS 
CALL fOR CURRENT 
K H( OULE Of (LM H S 
766.3017 
ALSO OFHRI NG, 
PRIVAT E YOGA LESSONS 
PARTN ER YOGA 
HlAUNG TOUCH 
SOURCE YOUR CONTENTMENT FROM WITHIN 
Take a Peak 
52 Island twm uc 
Poak> hl.wd, Maine 0-1108 _;i 
' 
N7"66.S99S• ,xlll7.7N>SS54 ~ - , 
w ww.uk.c,tf>CJi~\bnd. oom ~ 
M.aura Chap<y, owner ' , ':J1 







ld i pm, etc. ci~:: 0 PARTIES 
207-766·5997 as tarita@maine.rr com 
SI Woods Road, Peaks Island, ME 04108 
UNCOVERED and EXPOSED! 
A Guide to THE WORLD'S ONLY 
llm&re!f a t.o"er museum 
By Nancy 3. Hoffman 
A MUST fOR EVERY ISLAND C01TAGE! 
Special Islander's price only $15.75 
Contact Nancy 3 . at 766-4496 
Or email 3Nanc 3@gma.il.com 
November 2010 




591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108 
(207) 766-2026 
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com 
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382 Plooscnt A;e 
Peoks Island, Me 
04108 
Andrea Davis 
941.961.8934 cell peaksbeads@vmail.com 
10 Island Avenue Peaks Island, Maine 04108 
EAN KAMP 
House Pointing 
Interior & Exterior 
P.O. Box63 
Peaks Island, Moine 04108 
Cell: 653-7042 
Professional J 
u,nd SUNeyors ! 
James 'D. ']{_atfeau, LLC 
I Certified Floodplain Managers 
Contact us with a.ny flood tone que$li0n5 or concerns. 
With our data c:ollectlon and evaluatk>O, your agent may 
lower or extinguish your lnsur#nce pr•mlum. 
FREE EVALUATION 
207-878•7870 
207,518.0000 · 
PEAKS ISLAND 
